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Galactic anisotropy as signature of ‘‘top-down’’
mechanisms of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays

S. L. Dubovsky and P. G. Tinyakov
Institute for Nuclear Research, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117312 Moscow, Rus
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We show that ‘‘top-down’’ mechanisms of ultrahigh-energy cosmic
rays which involve heavy relic particle-like objects predict a Galactic
anisotropy of the highest-energy cosmic rays at the level of minimum
;20%. This anisotropy is large enough to be either observed or ruled
out in the next generation of experiments. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00114-5#

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 95.30.Cq

The origin and nature of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays~UHE CRs! with energies
above 1019eV1 is one of the actively debated issues in modern astrophysics. At su
high energy the mean free path of protons, nuclei, and photons is much shorter th
size of the Universe due to their interaction with the cosmic microwave and r
background.2,3 Protons withE.EGZK;5•1019eV can only come from distances les
than RGZK;50 Mpc; the corresponding region for nuclei and photons is even sma
The energy spectrum of cosmic rays is thus expected to have a rapid falloff at en
E;EGZK ~the so-called Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuzmin cutoff!.

The observation of few events with energies exceeding 1020eV seems to indicate
that a noticeable fraction of the UHE CRs comes from relatively nearby (R,RGZK)
sources. The latter is not easy to reconcile with conventional astrophysical mechan4

as at these energies and distances the cosmic rays are not substantially defle
magnetic fields and point in the direction of their source.5 Corresponding astrophysica
sources have not yet been identified. This prompts one to consider particle-ph
mechanisms of UHE CR production, which are usually referred to as ‘‘top-dow
mechanisms. Several such mechanisms involving topological defects6 and decays of pri-
mordial heavy particles7–10 have been proposed. In this letter we show that a large c
of the top-down mechanisms predict a significant excess of the highest-energy eve
the direction towards the center of our Galaxy. Thus, these mechanisms can be
experimentally by studying the asymmetry in the angular distribution of UHE CRs.
predicted asymmetry is large enough to be either observed or excluded by
experiments.11

Our analysis concerns mechanisms in which the production of UHE CRs invo
heavy relic particle-like objects which behave as part of the cold dark matter~CDM!. We
call such mechanisms CDM-related. The crucial feature of these mechanisms is th
distribution of sources of UHE CRs in the Universe between the galaxies and the
1070021-3640/98/68(2)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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galactic space is proportional to that of the CDM~cf. Ref. 12! and does not depend o
their nature. In particular, the sources are mainly concentrated in galactic halos, s
their average densities in the Universe (n̄) and in galactic halos (n̄h) are related by

n̄

n̄h

.
VCDM rcrit

r̄halo

;1025. ~1!

On the contrary, the distributionn(x) of the sources in a galactic halo depends on th
interaction with each other and with other matter and does not necessarily follow th
CDM.a! For the decay-type mechanismsn(x) is simply the density of decaying particle
For mechanisms based on collisions~see, e.g., Ref. 13! n(x)}ñ 2(x), whereñ(x) is the
density of colliding particles. Note that in the latter case the distributionn(x) is typically
more concentrated around the galactic center.

The observed flux of UHE CR can be divided into Galactic and extragalactic p

j 5 j ext1 j h ,

where

j h5CE
halo

d3x

x2 n~x!, ~2!

is the contribution of our Galaxy and

j ext5C 4pRextn̄

has extragalactic origin. HereRext5RUniverse;4 Gpc for energies belowEGZK and Rext

;50 Mpc for energies aboveEGZK . The constantC is the same in both equations
Following Ref. 9, we note that Eq.~1! yields an estimate of the relative magnitude
these two contributions,

j ext

j h
5a

Rext

Rh

n̄

n̄h

;a
Rext

Rh
31025, ~3!

whereRh;100 kpc is the size of the Galactic halo anda is a constant of purely geo
metrical origin,

a5

3E
r ,Rh

d3xn~x!

Rh
2E

r ,Rh

d3x

x2 n~x!

. ~4!

Herer (x,u)5(x21r 0
222xr0 cosu)1/2 is the distance between the point of integration a

the Galactic center, andr 058.5 kpc is the distance to the Galactic center.

The numerical value ofa is close to 1 for a uniform distributionn(x)5const and
can be small for distributions concentrated around the Galactic center. Althoughn(x)
does not have to coincide with the CDM distribution in the halo, we consider as
examples the isothermal halo model14
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n~r !}
1

~r c
21r 2!

~5!

and the more realistic distribution of Ref. 15,

n~r !}
1

A~r c
21r 2!~Rh1r !2

, ~6!

which we have arbitrarily regularized atr 50 by introducing the core sizer c . The value
of a is a.0.15 for distribution~5! and a.0.5 for distribution ~6!, with no strong
dependence onr c in the ranger c52 – 10 kpc.

From Eq.~3! we find

j ext

j h
;a for E,EGZK ,

j ext

j h
;10223a for E.EGZK . ~7!

Therefore, atE,EGZK the Galactic and extragalactic contributions can be compar
~although the Galactic one is probably somewhat larger!, while atE.EGZK the extraga-
lactic part is suppressed by a factor;1022. In either case a substantial fraction of th
observed UHE CRs should come from the halo of our Galaxy. In this respect our
clusions agree with that of Ref. 9.

The Galactic part of the total UHE CR flux,j h , is anisotropic due to our position a
8.5 kpc from the center of the Galaxy. The anisotropy can be obtained from Eq.~2!,

j h~u!}E dx n~r ~x,u!!.

Figure 1 shows the anisotropyj h(0)/ j h(p) as a function of the core radius for the tri
distributions ~5! and ~6!. For n(x)5const the anisotropy is minimum and constitut
about 20%. Figure 1 shows the corresponding angular dependences ofj h(u) at r c55
kpc. As can be seen from the picture, the anisotropy of the Galactic contribution

FIG. 1. a: The anisotropyj h(0)/ j h(p) as a function of the core sizer c for the density profiles~5! ~solid line!
and ~6! ~dashed line!. b: The corresponding angular distributions atr c55 kpc. The dotted line shows the
angular distribution forn(x)5const~i.e., when the anisotropy is minimum!.
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least;20% and can be much larger ifn(x) is concentrated around the Galactic cent
Also, it should be noted that the anisotropy depends exclusively onn(x) and does not
depend on energy, since cosmic rays with energyE;EGZK are deflected by only;3° by
the Galactic magnetic field.5

In turn, the extragalactic contributionj ext consists of an isotropic part coming from
distancesR@50 Mpc, which is comparable in magnitude toj h and is present only atE
,EGZK , and the contribution from our ‘‘neighborhood’’R&50 Mpc. The latter should
have peaks in the direction of nearby galaxies and clusters. The contribution of s
peak,d j ext, equals

d j ext

j h
5a

Rh
2

3R2

M

MG
,

whereR is the distance to the astronomical object,M is its mass, andMG is the mass of
our Galaxy including the halo. For instance, contributions from the Andromeda Ne
and Virgo Cluster are comparable and close to 10223a, in agreement with Eq.~7! and
Ref. 9.

Since at energies above the GZK cutoff the extragalactic contribution is neglig
non-observation of the anisotropy at the level of;20% would rule out the CDM related
mechanisms of UHE CRs. Observation of the Galactic anisotropy would enable o
reconstruct the density profilen(x) and, possibly, the distribution of CDM in the Galact
halo.

At energies below the GZK cutoff, the anisotropy is smaller on account of
relative enhancement of the isotropic extragalactic part. Since anisotropy does not d
on energy and can be measured atE.EGZK , it is possible, in principle, to determine th
magnitude of the extragalactic contribution. Provided the CDM related mechanism
dominant atE&EGZK and the coefficienta is known, the ratioj h / j ext could, in view of
Eqs. ~1! and ~3!, give important information about the distribution of matter in t
Universe.

The current data are insufficient for drawing definite conclusions about the an
distribution of the highest-energy cosmic rays, on account of both the very limited
tistics and the absence of data in the Southern Hemisphere, where the Galactic ce
situated. However, since the anisotropy predicted by the CDM-related mechanis
large, it will either be observed or excluded already in the next generation
experiments.11 Among these the Pierre Auger Project has the best potential, due t
large number of expected events~600–1000 events withE.1020eV in 10 years! and the
ability to see both hemispheres.

The authors are grateful to D. S. Gorbunov, V. A. Kuzmin, V. A. Rubakov, M.
Sazhin, and D. V. Semikoz for helpful discussions. This research is supported in p
Award No. RP1-187 of the U. S. Civilian Research & Development Foundation for
Independent States of the Former Soviet Union~CRDF! and by Russian Fund for Fun
damental Research, Grants 96-02-17804a and 96-02-17449a.
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a!We thank V. A. Kuz’min for drawing our attention to this point.
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Search for anomalous carbon atoms — evidence
of violation of the Pauli principle during the period of
nucleosynthesis
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Federation, 117259 Moscow, Russia
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A search for anomalous carbon atoms12C̃ — atoms with threeK-shell
electrons — is made byg-activation analysis of boron with the impu-
rity carbon removed radiochemically. A limit on the existence of such
atoms was determined:12C̃/12C ,2.5310212. This corresponds to a
limit on the lifetime with respect to violation of the Pauli principle by
electrons in a carbon atom oft>231021yr. © 1998 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00214-X#

PACS numbers: 32.10.2f, 82.80.Jp

The Pauli principle is one of the most fundamental laws of nature. It was formu
by W. Pauli in 19251 to explain the regularities of the periodic system of elements and
characteristic features of atomic spectra. In modern quantum field theory the Paul
ciple follows automatically from the principle of the identical nature of particles and
anticommutativity of the fermion creation~annihilation! operators. It consists in the fac
that in a system of identical fermions two or more particles cannot occupy the same

The discovery in 1956 of the nonconservation of parity inb-decay2 showed for the
first time that the fundamental laws can be violated. Subsequently, as is well know
violation of CP invariance was discovered in 1964.3 As a result of these works, virtually
all conservation laws are now being tested. For example, the possible nonconserva
leptonic quantum numbers, nonconservation of baryonic and electric charge, and
tion of CPT symmetry and Lorentz invariance have been investigated intensively d
the last 10–15 years.

As concerns the Pauli principle, there is no answer to the following question o
basis of modern theoretical ideas: ‘‘To what accuracy does the Pauli principle ho
This is mainly due to the absence of any ‘‘genuine’’~self-consistent and noncontradic
1120021-3640/98/68(2)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tory! models admitting a weak violation of the Pauli principle, and it is quite likely t
such models must fall outside the framework of the standard quantum field theory

Okun’ notes4 that, irrespective of some model or another, it is of interest to mak
experimental search for a possible violation of the Pauli principle in two directions

1. A search for transitions of the type 2p–1s, as a result of which a third electro
appears in the 1s shell, in stable atoms. In 1974 Reines and Sobel5 made the first
estimate, based on a result obtained in Ref. 6 from a search for instability of the ele
of the lower limit on the time for processes involving violation of the Pauli principle
iodine atoms:t .1020yr. Using modern limits on the stability of the electron,7,8 even
more stringent limits can be obtained for the violation of the Pauli principle in iodine
germanium atoms:T1/2.1.231023yr and T1/2.2.631023yr, respectively. It should be
underscored that if the Hamiltonian possesses permutation symmetry, then spont
conversion of an ordinary atom into a ‘‘non-Pauli’’ atom is impossible on the basi
quantum mechanics~see, for example, Refs. 9 and 10!.

2. Searches for stable ‘‘non-Pauli’’ atoms. Such atoms could be of cosmolo
origin, if not all 1080 electrons in the universe are antisymmetrized or if spontane
transitions of ordinary atoms into ‘‘non-Pauli’’ atoms are nevertheless possible.
chemical properties of atoms with three electrons per 1s shell must be similar to the
properties of their ‘‘lower-order’’ neighbors in the periodic table~for example, ‘‘non-
Pauli’’ carbon is similar to boron!.

In 1989 Novikov and Pomanski� proposed a check of the Pauli principle by searc
ing for anomalous atoms arising during the period of nucleosynthesis in the univers11 If
the Pauli principle is violated, then every substance containing elements with the a
numberZ contains an admixture of anomalous atoms of the element with atomic nu
(Z11), since these anomalous atoms have the same chemical properties as the e
with the atomic numberZ. The concentration of anomalous atoms in a substanc
highest in the case that the cosmic abundance of the parent element (Z11) is high, while
that of the elementZ is low. If the formation of ‘‘non-Pauli’’ atoms occurred as a resu
of a spontaneous transition of an outer electron into an inner shell, then the concen
of anomalous atoms in the main material will be

C5
t

t

P~Z11!

P~Z!
, ~1!

wheret is the average time which has passed since the moment when the anomalou
formed up to completion of nucleosynthesis (;4.53109 years!; t is the lifetime of an
atomic electron with respect to violation of the Pauli principle; and,P(Z11) andP(Z)
are the cosmic abundances of elements with atomic numbers (Z11) andZ.

In Ref. 11 two pairs of atoms were proposed as most promising for investiga
boron–carbon and fluorine–neon, with the ratiosP(Z11)/P(Z)52.183106 and 650,
respectively. An experimental search for anomalous neon atoms in fluorine and
atoms in chlorine has been performed12 ~the results obtained by accelerator mass sp
trometry aret(20Ne).231030yr and t(36Ar) .431027yr), whiles the boron–carbon
pair has remained unstudied.

This work is devoted to a search for anomalous carbon atoms in boron. We
that boron exists in the form of two stable isotopes,10B (;19%) and11B(;81%).
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Carbon likewise consists of two isotopes,12C(;99%) and13C(;1%). Theanomalous
atom12C̃ contains threeK-shell electrons and therefore behaves chemically like a bo
atom. Such anomalous atoms should be concentrated in boron and its compounds
process of evolution. In order to observe them a search must be conducted for anom
12C nuclei in boron or for boron atoms with a nuclear mass of 12.

In the present work we endeavored to implement the second possibility. In dis
ing possible experiments in search of anomalous carbon atoms in boron, Noviko
Pomanski� proposed mass spectrometry and even estimated the sensitivity of experi
of this kind. However, their estimate is much too high, because a quite large admixtu
‘‘ordinary’’ carbon ~at the 0.1% level! is always present in boron samples and in t
residual atmosphere of the mass spectrometer.

The idea of this experiment was to remove carbon atoms chemically from a b
sample and then to measure the content of carbon nuclei in it. The search for anom
carbon atoms was conducted byg-activation analysis of different boron samples. Bor
is an ideal object for theg-activation method of analysis, since irradiation withg rays
does not produce any radioactive isotopes in it and the entire induced activity is th
wholly determined by the impurities alone.

The experiment was performed on the microtron at the Institute of Physics Prob
of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The boron samples for analysis consisted of
phous boron~powder, obtained from BCl3 gas!, a- and b-rhombohedral boron, boron
whiskers on tungsten, decaborane (B10H14), and boron grown by zone melting. Exper
ments showed that the purest boron was obtained by zone melting, and boron fro
source was used for the main measurements. In these samples the initial con
carbon atoms was equal to approximately 1.531023 g/g. In other samples~amorphous
boron, whiskers, boron anhydride! large quantities of chlorine and fluorine
(;1024 g/g) as well as small quantities of different metal impurities~mainly at the
1026– 1028 g/g level! were found. For this reason, it is impossible to search for ano
lous carbon atoms in boron by the instrumental method~nondestructiveg-spectrometry
of irradiated samples!, and a special method was developed for removing impurities f
the boron.

A boron sample with a mass of;0.1 g was irradiated withg-ray bremsstrahlung
from 28-MeV electrons. If12C nuclei are present in the boron, then the react
12C(g,n)11C should occur, i.e., radioactive11C nuclei with a half-life of 20.34 min are
formed. In addition, in 99% of the cases11C undergoesb1 decay and can therefore b
detected by theg –g coincidence method~the detection of two 511 keV annihilationg
rays, which are emitted after the positrons stop and are annihilated in the materia!.

It should be noted that on emitting a neutron a nucleus acquires a recoil mome
and as it moves through the material it can lose electrons, includingK-shell electrons.
Then anomalous atoms will become normal atoms as the electronic shell is subseq
filled. However, in the reaction12C(g,n)11C, which we employed, the energy of the11C
recoil nucleus does not exceed 1 MeV~average energy;300 keV). According to Ref.
13, at an energy of 600 keV the probability that a carbon atom loses aK-shell electron
does not exceed 10%. The probability ofK-shell electrons being lost in the transfer
recoil energy to a neutral atom~on account of the ‘‘shakeup’’ of the electronic she
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accompanying transfer of the recoil momentum to the nucleus! was also estimated. Th
probability of such a process does not exceed several percent.

After irradiation, the boron sample was oxidized in a KNO3– KOH ~3:1! melt for
about 10 min at 600 °C. In the process of oxidative melting in an alkaline melt,
carbon-containing impurities in boron~a solid solution of substitution of carbon, i.e
boron carbide B4C) are oxidized to CO2, CO, KHCO3, and K2CO3, while boron is
oxidized to B2O3. The cooled melt was then dissolved in water containing nitric acid
convert the boron anhydride into boric acid H3BO3. Next, the solution was heated to th
boiling point. In the process the potassium bicarbonates and carbonates decompos
carbon dioxide gas was released. The carbon dioxide was removed from the bori
solution by an air flow. Experiments on measuring the activity of the released11CO2

showed that in 25 min such a procedure removes more than 99% of the carbon fro
solution. After the CO2 was driven off, the change in the activity of11C nuclei remaining
in the boric acid solution was measured as a function of time. Graphite was irrad
simultaneously with the sample. Measurements of the activity of the graphite ma
possible to calculate the mass of the remaining carbon.

The plot displayed in Fig. 1 shows the result of one of the measurements perfo
The residual activity is due essentially only to the background~it remains at approxi-
mately 40 decays per 100 s! and only a slight elevation in activity at the beginning of t
measurements can be attributed to radioactive carbon nuclei with a 20-min half-life
inset in the figure displays on a large scale the result of measurements of the a
of the solution and the result of mathematical analysis of the data using the fun
a1b exp(2t/T1/2), wherea is the constant background andT1/251224 s is the half-life
of 11C.

A series of measurements of this kind established that the concentration of an
lous carbon atoms does not exceed 531026g/g. The point is that we cannot rule out th

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the positron activity of carbon separated from a 100 mg boron sampl
irradiation ~1!, a 6 mgcarbon comparison sample irradiated together with the experimental sample~2!, and a
solution after chemical separation of carbon atoms~3!. Inset: The detected positron activity of the solution. T
solid line is a fit of the data assuming that only11C radionuclides and the background are present.
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possibility that the observed activity of11C nuclei is due to the residual content
‘‘normal’’ carbon in the boron sample. For this reason, it can only be asserted tha
concentration of anomalous12C̃ atoms in boron is<531026g/g. Since the cosmic abun
dance of carbon is 23106 times greater than that of boron, this means that the rela
concentration of anomalous carbon atoms in carbon corresponds to12C̃/12C<2.5
310212. Using the limit obtained, we find from Eq.~1! that since anomalous carbo
atoms could have accumulated over the entire period of nucleosynthesist54.5
3109 yr, the lifetime of electrons in a carbon atom relative to violation of the P
principle is

t>231021yr. ~2!

In closing, we note that the sensitivity of theg-activation method, which we used t
determine the12C concentration in boron, would in principle permit increasing the lim
of determination oft by an order of magnitude if one could obtain a boron sample w
a low content of ‘‘normal’’ carbon impurity or if the carbon could be effectively remov
from the boron sample after irradiation.

We are deeply grateful to L. B. Okun’ for his interest in this work and for
discussion of the results, to V. E´ . Yants and I. O. Pilyugin for assistance in estimating
probability of K-shell electrons being lost, to A. I. Kozyrev for providing the bor
samples, to K. A. Solntsev for providing the decaborane samples and for fruitful di
sions of boron chemistry, and to B. S. Zakirov for assisting in the experiments.
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String representation of SU„3… gluodynamics in the
Abelian projection

D. A. Komarov
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A dual Ginzburg–Landau model corresponding toSU(3) gluodynam-
ics in the Abelian projection is studied. A string theory describing QCD
string dynamics is obtained in this model. The interaction of static
quarks in mesons and baryons is investigated in an approximation to
leading order. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00314-4#

PACS numbers: 12.38.2t, 11.25.2w

One approach to the problem of color confinement in quantumSU(N) gluodynam-
ics is the method of Abelian projections, proposed by ’t Hooft.1 This method is based on
partial gauge fixing, which does not fix the Abelian gauge subgroup@U(1)#N21. The
diagonal elements of the gluon field transform under such Abelian transformatio
gauge fields, while the off-diagonal elements transform as matter vector fields. Sin
SU(N) group is compact, its Abelian subgroup is also compact, and Abelian mono
exist in the system. If the monopoles are condensed, then confinement can be exp
at the classical level:2,3 A string forms between color charges~quarks! which is a~dual!
analog of an Abrikosov string in a superconductor, the role of the Cooper pairs b
played by the monopoles.

The confinement mechanism described above, which is often called the ‘‘dua
perconductor mechanism,’’ has been confirmed by numerous computer calculation
lattice ~see, for example, the review in Ref. 4!. For example, it has been shown that t
contribution of Abelian monopoles to the tension of the string is almost comple
identical to the total tension of a string, the monopole currents satisfy the London
tion for a superconductor, and the condensate of Abelian monopoles is different
zero in the confinement phase and strictly equals zero in the deconfinement phas
though these results were all obtained forSU(2) gluodynamics, there are grounds f
believing that the dual superconductor model should also work in the more realistic
of SU(3) gluodynamics.4 A substantial difference of theSU(3) theory fromSU(2)
theory is the presence of two independent string configurations — dual analogs
Abrikosov string in a superconductor. In the present letter we study string degre
1170021-3640/98/68(2)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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freedom and investigate the interaction of quarks inSU(3) dynamics on the basis of th
dual superconductor model~the dual Ginzburg–Landau model!.

In Euclidean space, the dual Ginzburg–Landau model5 corresponding toSU(3)
gluodynamics is described by the Lagrangian

LDGL5
1

4
~]mBn2]nBm!21(

i 51

3

@ u~ i ]m2gei•Bm!x i u21l~ ux i u22v2!2# . ~1!

This Lagrangian contains two Abelian gauge fields,Bm5(Bm
3 ,Bm

8 ), which are the duals to
the gluon fieldsA3 andA8, belonging to the Cartan subgroup of theSU(3) gauge group.
The model~1! also contains three Higgs fields:xk5rke

iuk, k51,2,3, whose phases ar
related by the relation

u11u21u350 . ~2!

The Higgs fieldsx i correspond to the monopole fields, the monopoles being conde
sincel.0 andv2.0. The Abelian charges of the Higgs fields with respect to the ga
fields Bm

3 and Bm
8 are determined by the root vectors of the groupSU(3): e15(1,0),

e25(21/2,2A3/2), and e35(21/2,A3/2); we also used the notation (a)25(a,a),
where (a,b)5a3b31a8b8. The Lagrangian~1! is invariant under@U(1)#2 gauge trans-
formations:

Bm
a→Bm

a 1]maa , a53,8 ;

u i→u i1g~ei ,a… mod 2p , i 51,2,3 ,

wherea5(a3,a8) are the parameters of the gauge transformation.

The model ~1! contains vortex configurations which are analogous to
Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen~ANO! strings6 in the Abelian Higgs model~AHM !. In the
AHM, the electrically charged Higgs fieldsF are condensed and the ANO strings ca
a quantized magnetic flux. In a circuit around such a string the phaseu5argF of the
Higgs field acquires an incrementu→u12pn, wheren is an integer~the number of
elementary fluxes inside the string!. Thus, at the center of the string the phase of
Higgs field is singular and therefore the Higgs field equals zero: ImF5ReF50. These
last two equations define a two-dimensional manifold in a four-dimensional space, w
is the world surface of the center of the string.

Three string degrees of freedomS ( i ), which correspond to three Higgs fieldsx i ,
i 51, 2, 3, can be introduced into the model~1!. Since in this model the condensed Hig
fields possess magnetic charge, the stringsS ( i ) carry an electric flux and, as we shall s
below, they possess nonzero tension, which results in color confinement. By analo
the Abelian Higgs model7 the stringsS ( i ) are determined by the equations

] [m,]n]u i~x,x̃!52pS̃mn
~ i ! ~x,x̃~ i !!, S̃mn

~ i ! 5
1

2
emnabSab

~ i ! , ~3!

Sab
~ i ! ~x,x̃~ i !!5E

S~ i !
d2seab

] x̃a
~ i !

]sa

] x̃b
~ i !

]sb
d~4!@x2 x̃~ i !~s!# ,
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where the vectorx̃5 x̃( i )(s) describes the singularities of the phasesu i parametrized by
s1 ands2, and the tensorSmn

( i ) determines the position of the singularities. We note t
] [m]n]u iÞ0, since the phasesu i are singular functions.

The string world surfacesS ( i ) are not independent, since the phases of the Hi
field are connected by relation~2!:

Smn
~1!1Smn

~2!1Smn
~3!50 . ~4!

According to numerical estimates,8 the parameterl in the Lagrangian of the dua
Ginzburg–Landau model~1! is quite large,l;65@1. For this reason, in what follows
we shall consider the string degrees of freedom in the London limitl→`, which corre-
sponds to the leading approximation to within corrections of orderO(l21).

In the London limit, the radial degrees of freedom of the Higgs fields are froze
their vacuum values,x i5v. Therefore the dynamical variables are the phasesu i of the
Higgs fields and the dual gauge fieldsB3,8. Then the path integral of the model assum
the form

Z5E
2`

1`

DBE
2p

1p

Du i expH 2E d4xLDGL~B,u!J , ~5!

where

LDGL~B,u!5
1

4
~]mBn2]nBm!21v2(

i 51

3

~]mu i1gei•Bm!2 . ~6!

Integrating over the fieldsBm andu ( i ) in the manner of Refs. 9 and 7, we obtain

Z5E DSmndS (
i 51

3

Smn
~ i ! D exp$2Sstr~S!%, ~7!

Sstr~S!52p2v2E d4x d4y(
i 51

3

Smn
~ i ! ~x!DmB

~x2y!Smn
~ i ! ~y!, ~8!

wheremB
253g2v2 is the mass of the gauge fieldsB3 andB8,DmB

is the propagator of the

massive field: (D1mB
2)DmB

(x)5d (4)(x), and we have introduced the notation for th
string variablesS5(S (1),S (2),S (3)). The integration measureDS contains the Jacobian7

of the transformation from the field variables (Bm
a ,u i) to the string variables (S).

It is helpful to rewrite the string action~8! in terms of the independent strin
variablesS (1) andS (2) using relation~4!:

Sstr~S!54p2v2E d4x d4y$Smn
~1!~x!DmB

~x2y!Smn
~1!~y!

1Smn
~1!~x!DmB

~x2y!Smn
~2!~y!1Smn

~2!~x!DmB
~x2y!Smn

~2!~y!% . ~9!

In this formulation, one can see that the model contains two types of strings, which
one another when the electric fluxes in them are parallel and attract one another wh
fluxes are antiparallel.
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An interesting problem is to find the interaction potential of quarks at rest~infinitely
heavy quarks!. Since the Ginzburg–Landau model under study is dual toSU(3) gluody-
namics, the interaction potentialVc(R) of quarksqc andqc̄ is determined by the averag
of the ’t Hooft loop:

Vc~R!52 lim
T→1`

1

T
ln^Hc~CR3T!& , ~10!

^Hc~C!&5
1

Z E2`

1`

DBE
2p

1p

Du i expH 2E d4x F1

4
~]mBn2]nBm2Q~c!Smn

C !2

1v2(
i 51

3

~]mu i1gea•Bm!2G J , ~11!

where the contourCR3T is a rectangular loop of sizeR3T, representing the trajectorie
of the quark and antiquark. The surfaceSmn

C is a string whose boundary is the trajecto
C:

]mSmn
C ~x!5 j n

C~x! , j m
C ~x!5 R

C
dt

] x̃m~t!

]t
d~4!~x2 x̃~t!! , ~12!

where the vectorx̃m parametrizes the trajectoryC. The quarkqc ~antiquarkqc̄) carries
color chargesQ(c) (Q( c̄)52Q(c)), which assume the values

Q~c!5~Q3
~c! ,Q8

~c!!5H S e

2
,

e

2A3
D , S 2

e

2
,

e

2A3
D , S 0,2

e

A3
D J ~13!

for red (c5R), blue (c5B), and green (c5G) quarks, respectively. Heree54p/g is
the elementary Abelian electric charge.

Integrating in expression~11! over the fieldsBm andu i , we obtain

^Hc~C!&5
1

Z E DSmn
C dS (

i 51

3

Smn
~ i ! D expH 2p2v2E d4x d4y

3(
i 51

3 S Smn
C,~ i !~x;si

~c!!DmB
~x2y!Smn

C,~ i !~y;si
~c!!

1
2

mB
2

j m
C ~x;si

~c!!DmB
~x2y! j m

C ~y;si
~c!!D J , ~14!

where for string surfaces of the typei, which have the contourC as the boundary, we hav
introduced the notation

Smn
C,~ i !~x;si

~c!!5si
~c! Smn

C ~x!1Smn
~ i ! ~x! , j m

C ~x;si
~c!!5]nSmn

C,~ i !~x;si
~c!! . ~15!

These variables satisfy the relation

(
i 51

3

Smn
C,~ i !~x;si

~c!!50 . ~16!
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The quantitiessi
(c) possess a simple meaning: a quark of colorc is the boundary forsi

(c)

strings of typei. If si
(c),0, then the corresponding string carries a negative flux.

quantitiess are presented in Table I, according to which only colorless states can h
finite mass: If quarks form a colored configuration, then there exists a string which c
off the flux of the color field from this configuration to infinity. The energy of such
string is infinite, since the string possesses nonzero tension.

As a result of the condition~16!, the quarks in the pairsR–R̄, B–B̄, andG–Ḡ are
connected to one another either by two oppositely directed strings of two different
or only by any one of these strings, depending on which of the strings is integrated
to remove thed function in Eq. ~14!. This will not affect the physical quantities~for
example, the interaction potential of the quarks!, since the tension of two oppositel
directed strings of different types which are ‘‘stuck together’’ will be identical to
tension of one string. Likewise, the interaction potential of the quarksqc andqc̄ does not
depend on the colorc. For this reason, we shall find the potential between theG–Ḡ pair
at rest, having integrated in expression~14! over the stringi 53:

^Hc5G~C!&5
1

Z E DSmn
~1!DSmn

C,~2! expH 22p2v2E d4x d4y

3S Smn
~1! ~x!DmB

~x2y!Smn
~1! ~y!1Smn

~1! ~x!DmB
~x2y!Smn

C,~2! ~y!

1Smn
C,~2! ~x!DmB

~x2y!Smn
C,~2! ~y!1

2

mB
2

j m
C ~x!DmB

~x2y! j m
C ~y!D J ,

~17!

where the string world surfaceSmn
(1)(x)[Smn

C,(1)(x;0) is closed, while the string
Smn
C,(1)(x)[Smn

C,(1)(x;1) has as its boundary the quark–antiquark trajectory.

It is well known that in the limit of large massMH of the scalar particle the tensio
s of an ANO string becomes large (s increases as lnMH;ln l). Therefore it can be
expected that in the London limit the potentialVc(R) is determined by the minimum o
the action in Eq.~17!. This minimum is reached on a configuration in which the string
the typei 51 is absent and the world surface of the string of typei 52 forms a minimal
surface stretched on the contourC:

S~1!~x!50 , SC,~2!~x!5d~x2! d~x3! u~x1! u~R2x1! , ~18!

TABLE I.

c R B G

s1
(c) 1 21 0

s2
(c) 21 0 1

s3
(c) 0 1 21
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the quarks being at rest at the points~0, 0, 0! and (R, 0, 0). Substituting expressions~18!
into Eq. ~17! and using Eq.~10!, we obtain in the momentum representation~the projec-
tion of the momentum on an axis connecting the quarks is denoted byp1)

Vcl~R!52
2e2

3 E d3p

~2p!3
sin2S p1R

2 D F 1

p21mB
2

1
mB

2

p21mB
2

1

p1
2G . ~19!

This expression is distinguished by a general numerical factor from the expressio
tained in Ref. 10 for the interaction potential of static quarks in theU(1) model, corre-
sponding to the Abelian projectedSU(2) gluodynamics. The first term in Eq.~19! cor-
responds to the exchange of a massive vector boson and leads only to a Y
potential; the second term is of string origin. Proceeding similarly to Ref. 10, we ob
~dropping an inconsequential additive constant!

Vcl~R!52
e2

12p H e2mBr

r
1rmB

2 lnS mx

mB
D14mBe2mBr14rmB

2Ei~2mBr !J , ~20!

Ei~x!52E
2x

1` e2t

t
dt,

where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function. In Eq.~20! we cut off the diverging
integral at energiesp2;mx

252lv2, making the assumption thatl is finite ~but large!,
which corresponds to taking the finite size of the string into account.7,9 At small distances
(r !mB

21) this potential is a Coulomb potential, while at large distances (r @mB
21) it is

linearly increasing and therefore leads to quark confinement. We note that the coef
of the term which grows linearly at large distances~the tension of the quantum
chromodynamic string! is identical to the result obtained in Ref. 11 by a different meth

The representation introduced above makes it possible to analyze the cas
bound state of three quarks. In accordance with Table I, they are connected by stri
all three types, as shown in Fig. 1.

The arrangement of the strings was chosen so that they would satisfy the con
~16!. If the quarks are located at the vertices of an equilateral triangle, then the con
ration where the pointA lies at the center of the triangle gives a minimum of the ener
This is easy to see by integrating thed-function in Eq.~14! and obtaining for the hadron
the string action in the form~8!. In this representation the quarks in a hadron are c

FIG. 1. Configuration of QCD strings in a baryon. The lettersR, G, and B represent the quark colors; th
numbers enumerate the types of strings.
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nected by only two of the three strings shown in Fig. 1. Thus, if the strings attract
another, then they will ‘‘fuse together’’ on a certain segmentRA. The energy of the
system will be proportional to the sum of the lengths of the segmentsRA1BA1GA,
whence it follows that the classical configuration corresponds to the position of the
A at the center. This result is qualitatively in agreement with the conclusions draw
Ref. 12 on the basis of numerical calculations.

In summary, the classical limit of the string representation introduced forSU(3)
gluodynamics in the present work on the basis of the dual@U(1)#2 Ginzburg–Landau
model can serve as a good approximation for describing quark–antiquark interact
SU(3) gluodynamics.
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Resonance fluorescence in an atom 1 dielectric
microsphere system excited by a single photon

V. V. Klimov
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924, Moscow, Ru

V. S. Letokhov
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia

~Submitted 22 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 2, 115–120~25 July 1998!

The resonance interaction of a two-level atom with a continuum of
free-space modes modified by the presence of a dielectric microsphere
~modified free-space modes — MFSMs! is studied. In the case that
quantized MFSMs are initially excited within the contour of one of the
resonance modes of the microsphere, the spectrum of emitted photons
depends strongly on the excitation method. Under optimal excitation
conditions efficient excitation of the atom accompanied by the forma-
tion of a Rabi doublet in the fluorescence spectrum occur. As the ex-
citation conditions depart from optimality, the spectrum becomes a trip-
let. If the departure from optimality of excitation is large, the atom
remains essentially unexcited, and the fluorescence spectrum has a sin-
glet character. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00414-9#

PACS numbers: 32.50.1d, 32.80.2t

There are several reasons for the great interest in investigations of the interact
atoms with a dielectric microsphere. The most important one is that a microspher
resonator with a high Q in the optical range.1,2 The most interesting regime is that o
strong atom–microsphere interaction. In this case either the atom or the microsp
resonator can be excited first.3 In the present letter we report the results of an investi
tion of the dynamics of the system atom1 microsphere when the microsphere is initial
excited by a single photon.

The procedure for quantizing the electromagnetic field in a spherical geometry
and large, well known.4 In our problem, an ideally conducting sphere of finite but lar
radiusL→` ~Fig. 1! can be taken as the quantization volume. The transverse ele
field operator can be represented in the form4

Ê5(
s

ase~s,r !2as
1e* ~s,r !

iA2
. ~1!

where as and as
1 are operators which annihilate and create photons in MFSMs

frequenciesvs and which satisfy the standard commutation relations.
1240021-3640/98/68(2)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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For definiteness, we shall consider the interaction of a radially oriented dipole
ment of an atom inside a microsphere with a TM whispering-gallery mode.

It is easy to express the intensity of the electric fielde(s,r ) of the sth TM mode in
terms of the spherical harmonics (Ynm) and the spherical Bessel and Hankel functionsj
andh, respectively!:

eTM~n,m,n!5H 2
1

k0e1
¹3$@bTM,nJn~k1r !#L̂Ynm~q,w!%, r ,a,

2
1

k0e2
¹3$@aTM,n

~1! hn
~1!~k2r !1aTM,n

~2! hn
~2!~k2r !#L̂Ynm~q,w!%, r .a.

~2!

In Eq. ~2! n, m, andn are, respectively, the orbital, azimuthal, and radial quant
numbers,k1,25Ae1,2k5Ae1,2v(n)/c are the wave vectors inside and outside the sph
L52 i r3¹ is the angular momentum operator, anda is the radius of the microsphere
The set of quantum numbers (n,m,n) forms the vector indexs5(n,m,n), used above.

The coefficientsan andbn can be found in the standard manner from the continu
of the tangential components of the field at the boundary of the sphere and the no
ization of the wave functions in a sphere of radiusL to one photon per quantized mod

aTM
~1! /aTM

~2! 5122qn ;
bTM

aTM
~2!

5
2i eqn

ka~e~z2 j n~z2!!8 j n~z1!2~z1 j n~z1!!8 j n~z2!
, ~3!

qn5

Fe d

dz2
@z2 j n~z2!# j n~z1!2

d

dz1
@z1 j n~z1!# j n~z2!G

Fe d

dz2
@z2hn

~1!~z2!# j n~z1!2
d

dz1
@z1 j n~z1!#hn

~1!~z2!G , ~4!

uaTM,n
~1! u25uaTM,n

~2! u25
2p\c

L

k3

n~n11!
. ~5!

Hereqn are the Mie reflection coefficients,z15Aeka, z25ka, ande is the dielec-
tric constant of the microsphere.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the quantum problem of the interaction of a two-level atom with a dielectric microsp
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The frequencies of the quantized modes and the density of final states can be
from the requirement that the tangential components of the electric field of the TM m
vanish on the inner surface of the quantization sphere:

vs5S n1
n11

2 Dpc

L
1 . . . , rTM~v!5dn/d~\vs!5L/p\c. ~6!

If the resonance conditions are satisfied, the energy density inside the dielectric m
sphere increases considerably, i.e., whispering gallery modes arise.5 Figure 2 shows
qualitatively the dependence of the energy of the atom–MFSM interaction energy
resonance and nonresonance cases. Our main problem is to give a correct treatmen
interaction of an atom with quantized modes falling within the contour of the whispe
gallery mode.

Near resonance the Mie reflection coefficient assumes the simple form

qn'2 i Im~V res!/~v2V res!, ~7!

where V res5v res2 iG res
(n)/2 is a complex frequency characterizing the resonance m

(G res
(n) characterizes the radiation width of the resonance mode!.

In the case of a resonance interaction of a two-level atom with the whispe
gallery modes, the dipole interaction Hamiltonian for a two-level atom and radiation
be represented in the standard form.6

In the rotating-wave approximation the ground state and the one-photon,
photon, etc. continua do not interact and can be treated separately. In the present le
shall confine our attention to the one-phonon continuum. The corresponding Hamilt
has the form

H15S \vA V1 V2 V3

V1* \v1 0 0

V2* 0 \v2 0

V3* 0 0 \v3

D . ~8!

FIG. 2. Illustration of the resonance growth of the interaction energy of an atom interacting with qua
modes modified by the presence of a dielectric microsphere.
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HerevA is the frequency of the atomic transition with allowance for the purely elec
static frequency shift due to the interaction with the microsphere,7,8 while the interaction
matrix elementsVi have the form

Vi5V~v i !52 f draderad~n,m50,n i ,r !/ iA2. ~9!

In Eq. ~9! f 53e/(2e11) is a local-field factor,drad is the radial component of the
transition dipole moment,erad is the radial component of the electric field of the qua
tized mode~2!, and the coordinate system is chosen so that the atom lies on the a
the system. The result is that the atom interacts only with them50 TM mode.

The state vector of our system has the following structure:

uexcited atom, photon with energyv1, photon with energyv2 . . . &. ~10!

We shall assume that the microsphere is excited initially and that its excita
energy is distributed over the quantized MFSMs as follows:

cA50; c j~ t50!5c0,j5c0~v j !; (
j

uc0,j u251. ~11!

The average energy of the superposition of states~11! equals\v res, irrespective of the
choice of the distributionc0,j , while the spatial distribution of this energy~the spatial
correlation function of the electric field! depends strongly onc0,j . Under the initial
conditions~11! the equations for the Fourier components of the probability amplitu
assume the form

~v2vA!cA~v!5(
j

Vj

\
c j~v!, ~v2v j !c j~v!5

Vj*

\
cA~v!2 ic0,j , j 51,2, . . .

~12!

Let us examine first the photon emission spectrum for an arbitrary shape o
excitation line of the microsphere. From Eq.~12! it is easy to find an expression for th
fluorescence spectrum in the limitt→`:

dP~v!

d~\v!
5rTM~v!UV* ~v!

\
cA~v!2 ic0~v!U2

. ~13!

In our case the matrix elementsV(v) have a Lorentzian form~see Eq.~7!!

V~v!'a/~v2V res!. ~14!

Let us assume that the excitation line is also Lorentzian:

c0,j5c0~v j !5b/~v j2Vc* !. ~15!

Substituting expressions~14! and ~15! into Eq. ~13!, we obtain for the fluorescenc
spectrum the expression

dP~v!

d~\v!
5rTM~v!U a*

v2V res*

cA~v!

\
2 i

b

v2Vc*
U2

. ~16!

In order for a Rabi doublet to form, in Eq.~16! there can be no poles between t
components of the doublet, i.e., there can be no poles atv5V res and v5Vc . This is
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possible only in the optimal case, if the complex resonance frequency of the ex
excitation source equals the complex resonance frequency of the microsphere:

Vc5V res. ~17!

If the condition~17! is not satisfied, the additional poles do not cancel and the fluo
cence spectrum will have either a triplet or singlet form.

To obtain specific analytical results, let the initial distribution of the excitation o
MFSMs have the form

c0~v!5
1

\VRabi
AGc

G res

a*

v2Vc*
, Vc5vc2 i

Gc

2
, Gc.0, ~18!

where the radial Rabi frequency has the form

\2VRabi
2 5 f 2

drad
2

2
n~n11!~2n11!

p\G res
~n!

2e2r 3
Jn11/2

2 ~Ae kresr !S Yn11/2~kresa!

Jn11/2~Aekresa!
D 2

.

~19!

Eliminating the photon probability amplitudes from Eq.~12! and performing the fre-
quency integration, we obtain the following expression for the Fourier components o
atomic probability amplitude:

cA~v!52
VRabi

D~v!

AG resGc

V res2Vc*
, D~v!5~v2vA!~v2V res!2VRabi

2 . ~20!

This equation shows that the amplitude of the excited state of an atom reaches ma
values atVc5V res. Under this condition the excitation energy is concentrated inside
sphere to the maximum degree and the atom is completely excited, as a result of
the fluorescence spectrum acquires a doublet structure.

If the condition~17! is not satisfied, then the atom will not be completely excit
and a central component will appear in the fluorescence spectrum together with the
components, i.e., a triplet will form. Next, substituting expression~20! into Eq. ~16!, we
find the fluorescence spectrum:

dP~v!

d~\v!
5

Gc

2p\U VRabi
2

~v2V res* !D~v!

G res

V res2Vc*
1 i

1

v2Vc*
U2

. ~21!

The triplet structure of the spectrum appears here explicitly. We note that the t
structure of expression~21! is not a Mollow triplet,9 since in the present work we ar
studying the case of a one-photon MFSM continuum, while the Mollow spectrum ap
at high intensities.

From Eq.~21! the following expression is easily obtained for the spectrum of em
ted photons in the optimal case~17!:

dP~v!

d~\v!
5

~v2vA!2G res/2p\

@~v2vA!~v2v res!2VRabi
2 !] 21~v2vA!2G res

2 /4
. ~22!

An important feature of Eq.~22! is that it always has a doublet character, even when
interaction is weak, i.e., for the Wigner–Weisskopf exponential decay regime.
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Other cases of excitation of MFSMs can also be investigated the present app
Specifically, if an initial condition of the form~antimatching with respect to the phase
the MFSMs and the external excitation source!

c0~v!5AGc

G res

1

\VRabi

a*

v2Vc*
, Vc5vc1 i

Gc

2
, Gc.0, ~23!

is used instead of Eq.~18!, then the excitation energy inside the microsphere will
minimal ~one-third as high as in the case~18!!, as a result of which the Fourier compo
nent of the amplitude of the excited state of the atom will be described by the expre

cA~v!52
VRabi

D~v!

AG resGc

v2Vc
, ~24!

which explicitly contains three frequencies~for sufficiently high Rabi frequency!.

Correspondingly, we obtain for the fluorescence spectrum in the antimatching
~23! expression (vA5v res)

dP~v!

d~\v!
5

Gc

2p\

1

uv2Vcu2
, ~25!

which is always a singlet. The case of a uniform phase distribution

c0~v!5
1

\VRabi
AGc

G res

a*

uv2Vc* u
, Vc5vc2 i

Gc

2
, Gc.0 ~26!

is an intermediate case between~18! and ~23!.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the fluorescence spectrum on the degree o

FIG. 3. The dependence of the fluorescence spectrum on the method of resonance excitation (vA5v res) of a
microsphere under the conditionuVcu5uV resu. a! Vc5V res, when the maximum possible concentration
photon energy in the microsphere is attained, i.e., under the condition~17!; b! Vc* 5V res, when the minimum
possible concentration of photon energy in the microsphere is attained, i.e., under the condition~23!; c!
intermediate case~26!. For all cases (r /a50.8,v0 /g0553107, radial orientation of the dipole, TM1,12,12! —
whispering-gallery mode, (ka)res56.924298,e56).
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matching between the field of the excitation source and the MFSMs. This figure s
clearly how a doublet structure~a!, characteristic for optimal matching~17!, transforms
into a triplet structure~c! for nonoptimal matching~26! and then into a singlet structur
~b! for the case of antimatching~23!.
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Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis and
formation of quasicrystals in Al/Mn bilayer thin films

V. G. Myagkov and L. E. Bykova
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
660036, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

G. N. Bondarenko
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of Sciences, 660036, Krasnoyarsk, Russia
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Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis in Al/Mn bilayer thin films
was investigated. It was found that a quasicrystalline phase forms after
the passage of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis through the
sample. It is shown that after multiple initiation (n.5) of self-
propagating high-temperature synthesis in a sample the quasicrystalline
phase transforms into a stable Al6Mn phase. It is conjectured that self-
propagating high-temperature synthesis can play the main role in the
formation of quasicrystals in other film systems as well. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00514-3#

PACS numbers: 81.20.Ka, 61.44.Br, 81.30.Bx

After the discovery of a quasicrystalline phase in the alloy Al–Mn,1 works describ-
ing the formation of this phase in Al/Mn thin films by ion irradiation2,3 and by the
implantation of manganese in an aluminum film4 appeared. Quasicrystals in other sy
tems are also being investigated on ribbons or films. At the same time, the kinetics
formation of a quasicrystalline phase is unclear in many respects, and the cond
under which a quasicrystalline phase forms are determined by experimental searc

The present work is devoted to an investigation of self-propagating high-temper
synthesis~SHS! in Al/Mn bilayer thin films and a determination of the conditions und
which a quasicrystalline icosahedral (i ) phase forms in them. Powder-based SHS is u
to obtain divers compounds and has been well studied.5,6 Film-based SHS exhibits fea
tures which distinguish it from powder-based SHS and is only now becoming an obje
study.7,8 The samples used for investigations of SHS in thin films consist of up to 500
thick layers of reactants which are deposited successively on a substrate. Initiat
SHS occurs when the temperatureTs of the sample exceeds the initiation temperatureT0.
In this case, the combustion front propagates along the surface of the film sample.7,8 An
important feature of SHS in thin films is that it can be of two types. In type-I SHS, a
the passage of the wave of SHS the reaction is completed by the formation of
pounds. An example of this type is the system Al–Ni, where a Ni2Al3 phase forms as a
result of the passage of a SHS front, and no traces of pure Ni and Al remain.8 In type-II
1310021-3640/98/68(2)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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SHS a second wave passes over the surface of the sample after the passage of t
wave. The passage of the second wave results in phase separation into the initia
tants. At the same time, metastable phases can form in the sample. Type-II SHS ar
Al/Ge films, where the products of the reaction contain mainly solid solutions of Al
Ge, and a negligible quantity of the metastable AlGe phase forms.8 The temperatureTps

at which the phase-separation front appears equals the initiation temperatureT0 (Tps

5T0). Since phase separation arises at substrate temperaturesTs,T0, it is possible to
reinitiate SHS in this sample by heating it above the temperatureT0. It follows that SHS
can be initiated several times in the same sample. After the first initiation, SHS give
to mixing of the layers of reactants. For Al/Ge films the initiation temperature isT0

5600– 550 K. The system Al–Ge has a simple phase diagram of the eutectic type
eutectic temperatureTE5697 K. The microstructure of Al/Ge films after the passage o
wave of SHS consists of clusters which have a dense-branching morphology~DBM
clusters!. DBM clusters are investigated in many natural sciences and the kinetics o
formation of DBM clusters is widely studied. In Al/Ge films DBM clusters are fract
~the fractal dimension isdf52 and clusters consist of a solid solution of germanium! in
an aluminum matrix.8 Phase separation into fractal clusters, DBM clusters contain
mainly germanium, and a single-crystal aluminum matrix in Al–Ge films proceeds
the amorphous phase. Different models explaining phase separation have been pro
However, the mechanisms leading to phase separation remain unclear~see references
cited in Ref. 8!. It is surmised that multiple initiation of SHS in thin films is an analog
a repeated transition through the eutectic temperature in bulk samples. A very unex
result is that SHS and phase separation in thin films occur in the solid phase, in co
to eutectic separation, which proceeds from the liquid phase.

The Al/Mn films were obtained by successive deposition of thin layers of ma
nese, followed by aluminum, on glass substrates. The chosen ratio of the aluminum
thicknessdAl to the manganese layer thicknessdMn was dAl :dMn57:1, which corre-
sponds to;14 at. % Mn in the sample. The total film thickness was in the range 200–
nm. The details of the production of film samples and the method of initiating SH
them are described in Refs. 7 and 8. SHS in Al/Mn films is of the second type
proceeds similarly to SHS in Al/Ge samples. The initiation temperatureT0 is higher than
in Al/Ge films and lies in the interval 750–800 K. The characteristic features of
motion of the SHS and phase-separation fronts can be easily observed visually. Ho
they are hardly noticeable aftern;10 cycles. The velocityVps of the phase separatio
front increases strongly with increasing degree of supercoolingDT5T02Ts , whereTs is
the substrate temperature. In the experiments, two extreme values ofVps permitted by the
experimental conditions were used:

Vps
min5~1 –2!31023 m/s andVps

max5~0.1–0.2! m/s.

In Ref. 9 all of the reflections from the quasicrystalline phase were indexed, an
x-ray diffraction data obtained correspond well to the observed diffraction pattern. I
present work the quasicrystalline phase arising after the passage of a SHS wave
Al ~90 nm!/Mn~630 nm! sample was determined according to the two strongest re
tions: d150.217 nm andd250.2065 nm. The phases formed in the synthesis proc
were identified on a DRON-4-07 diffractometer at room temperature (CuKa radiation!.
Fragments of diffraction patterns obtained from the Al~90 nm!/Mn~630 nm! sample be-
fore and after SHS are presented in Fig. 1. The initial sample~Fig. 1a! contains an
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amorphous layer ofa-Mn ~broadened peak withd50.210 nm) and a polycrystalline A
film. The post-SHS phase composition depends on both the velocityVps of the phase
separation front and the numbern of SHS cycles. Forn51 and Vps

max5(0.1– 0.2) m/s
~Fig. 1b! the sample contains polycrystalline aluminum and manganese. For low ve
ties Vps

max5(1–2)31023 m/s andn51 ~Fig. 1c! the diffraction pattern contains reflec
tions from polycrystalline aluminum and a quasicrystalline icosahedral (i ) phase. The
intensity of the reflections from aluminum and manganese decreases compared w
initial sample, which suggests formation of a substantial fraction of the quasicrysta
phase. At velocitiesVps

max andn51, however, the manganese crystallizes, but there is
enough time for the quasicrystalline phase to form. The diffraction pattern changes
cally with multiple initiation of SHSn.5 ~Fig. 1d!. The quasicrystalline phase tran
forms into an equilibrium Al6Mn phase, irrespective of the velocity of phase separat

The microstructure of Al/Mn films consists of clusters in an aluminum matrix an
similar in many respects to the microstructure of Al/Ge films. However, these clu
differ from the DBM clusters in Al/Ge samples, since they are round, 10–20mm in size,
and have a uniform internal structure. Apparently, the same microstructure is descri
Ref. 1. In Refs. 2 and 3, layer mixing also was observed in Al/Mn films under
irradiation. This presupposes that in this case SHS was initiated and participated
formation of a quasicrystalline phase. The study of SHS in film samples shows
intense diffusion of reactants between layers or grains occurs exclusively at the
initiation temperatureT0 and, as we have said, it occurs in the solid phase. The forma
of the metastable phases and amorphous state is also surmised7,8 to occur at temperature

FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns of Al~80 nm!/Ge ~630 nm! thin-film samples as a function of the phase separat
velocity Vps and the number of SHS cyclesn: a! Initial sample, b! n51, Vps

max5(0.1– 0.2) m/s, c! n51, Vps
min

5(1–2)31023 m/s, d! n55, Vps
max andn55, Vps

min .
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T0. Since the free energy of the quasicrystalline phase falls between that of the c
and the amorphous states,2 the formation of a quasicrystalline phase during SHS is
unexpected. It is surmised that after the passage of the first SHS front withTs.T0 an
amorphous phase forms as a result of the reaction between the aluminum and man
layers and then decomposes at temperaturesTs,T0, depending on the velocity of the
phase separation front and the number of SHS cycles, into the components indica
Fig. 1. Such a scenario, where a quasicrystalline phase forms from an amorphous
in Al/Mn films, was studied in Refs. 2 and 3.

As we have said, the initiation temperature of SHS in Al/Ge bilayer film sample
100–150 K lower than the eutectic temperature for the equilibrium Al–Ge system.
SHS initiation temperature in Al/Mn is also 100–150 K lower than the Al–Mn eute
temperature of the equilibrium systemTE5820 K.10 Therefore the SHS initiation tem
peratureT0 for other systems must also be lower than their eutectic temperatures.
the motion of the SHS front can be seen visually, it is not difficult to find the tempera
T0. Aluminum enters easily into SHS with many elements of the periodic system,5 so that
SHS should be expected to participate in the formation of aluminum-based quasicr
line phases.

All this suggests that SHS can play an important role in the formation of quasic
talline phases, and investigation of the phase composition of the products of react
film systems where quasicrystalline and metastable phases form will make it possi
gain a deeper understanding of the physicochemical nature of SHS and the microm
nisms of phase separation in thin films.
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Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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Formation of zero-dimensional hole states during
molecular-beam epitaxy of Ge on Si „100…

A. I. Yakimov,a) A. V. Dvurechenski , A. I. Nikiforov, and O. P. Pchelyakov
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 10 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 2, 125–130~25 July 1998!

The characteristic features of electronic spectra in Ge/Si~100! hetero-
structures obtained by molecular-beam epitaxy are investigated by ca-
pacitance spectroscopy. It is observed that the self-organization of a Ge
film into an island film when the effective germanium thickness ex-
ceeds six monolayers is accompanied by the appearance of hole bound
states, which can be attributed to size quantization and the Coulomb
interaction of carriers in the array of Ge quantum dots. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00614-8#

PACS numbers: 81.15.Hi, 73.20.Dx, 68.65.1g

The self-organization of a continuous semiconductor film into an island film du
heteroepitaxy of systems with very different lattice constants makes it possible u
certain conditions to synthesize a dense array of quantum dots~QDs!, 10 nm and smaller
in size.1–4 Most of the experimental and theoretical works5–8 on the structural and elec
tronic properties of self-organizing QDs have concerned the heterosystem InAs/G
However, the current trend in microelectronics requires the development of metho
producing quantum dots in silicon-based structures. An example of such a heteros
exhibiting self-organization is Ge/Si.9–13

The formation of Ge islands on a Si surface when the Ge film reaches a cr
thicknesshc is ordinarily established by HEED,9 atomic-force microscopy~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 13!, and high-resolution electron microscopy.2 Moreover, less direct meth
ods, making it possible to monitor the onset of new features in the carrier spectrum
Ge film, are used—Raman scattering,14 photoluminescence,4,13 and admittance
spectroscopy.3 In the present work it was observed by capacitance spectroscopy th
certain thicknesses of a Ge epitaxial film on Si~100! a zero-dimensional density of state
which is due to size quantization of the hole spectrum in germanium nanocrystal
pears in the heterostructure.

The capacitance spectroscopy of QDs is based on the fact that the charge in
dimensional systems can be changed only by a discrete amountdQ5eN, wheree is the
electron charge andN is the number of quantum dots in the sample, i.e., the total num
of holes in a single bound state.b! The external voltageVg on the Al control electrode,
biasing the potential in the islands with respect to the Fermi level in the contact, wh
separated from the island layer by a tunneling-transparent barrier, stimulates eith
1350021-3640/98/68(2)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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capture of carriers from the contact to QD energy levels or the emptying of these le
depending on the polarity ofVg ~see inset in Fig. 3!. When the Fermi level in the contac
coincides with the energy of a bound state in a QD, the differential capacitanceC(Vg)
5dQ/dVg should possess a peak, attesting to the presence of a discrete energy lev
total capacitance of the structure is a sum of two contributions: The first contributi
due to the presence of a space charge region~SCR! in the carrier-depleted silicon layer
while the second contribution (CQD) is due to charging of the quantum dots. SinceCQD

is proportional to the density of states in the QD, i.e.,CQD5e(dm/dVg)(dN/dm), where
m is the chemical potential, the quantitydN/dm can be recovered from the capacitanc
voltage characteristic.

The heterostructures employed in our experiments consisted of the followin
quence of layers, starting with the substrate:

— a p1 silicon substrate with~100! orientation and hole densityp51019cm23;

— a Si0.8Ge0.2 layer of thicknessL510 nm, ensuring a sharp heterointerface of
subsequent Si tunneling barrier;

— a tunneling transparent Si barrier,p5731016cm23, L57 nm;

— a Ge film;

— a Si blocking layer,p5731016cm23, L550 nm; and,

— an Al control electrode, forming a Schottky barrier at the boundary with silic
the area of the aluminum layer was equal to'831023 cm2, and a cylindrical mesos
tructure of this size was etched out to a depth of the order of 5mm.

The growth temperature of the Ge film was equal to 300 °C and the growth rate
equal to 0.35 Å/s. The amount of Ge deposited~effective thicknessdeff) varied from 0 to
20 monatomic layers~ML, 1 ML 5 1.4 Å!. Figure 1 displays an STM image, obtaine
ex situ under room conditions, of a germanium layer (deff510 ML). The size of the
islands in the growth plane was equal to 13–15 nm, and the average height of the i
was equal to 2.0–2.5 nm. The layer concentration of the islands was equal
31011cm22, which is almost two orders of magnitude higher than in InAs/GaAs s
organizing structures.6

The capacitance–voltage~C–V! characteristics were measured at frequencies
40–4950 Hz, using phase-sensitive detection of the complex conductivity in a sc
with a capacitive divider.15 Figure 2 displays the C–V curves obtained at room tempe
ture in structures with different amounts of deposited Ge. The curve for the sa
without a germanium layer is featureless and has the form of standard capacit
voltage characteristic of ap-Si depletion layer. Analysis of such a characteristic in
depletion-layer approximation makes it possible to reconstruct the free-carrier de
profile in the epitaxial layer~Fig. 3!. With allowance for the spatial resolution of the C–
method, which is about 100 Å at an impurity density of the order of 1017cm23, we
conclude that the boundary of the depletion layer under reverse bias is close
heavily doped substrate. For this reason, the barrier capacitance of the structure is
ally voltage-independent.

In the casedeff52 ML, a plateau characteristic for a two-dimensional~2D! carrier
gas appears in the voltage rangeVg50.1– 0.3 V~Fig. 2!. A maximum, attesting to the
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formation of a continuous Ge film and accumulation of charge in it, is observed in
density profile~Fig. 3!.

According to HEED9 and Raman scattering14 data, the critical thickness of G
beyond which pseudomorphic~coherent! islands form under the given growth condition
is hc'5 ML. The capacitance of a sample withdeff56 ML in the reverse-bias region
(Vg.0) depends more weakly onVg than in the casedeff50 or 2 ML. Apparently here
the islands form with a large spread in sizes, and the density of states of the ensem

FIG. 1. STM image of the surface of a germanium film (deff510 ML).

FIG. 2. Capacitance–voltage characteristics of Ge/Si~100! heterostructures with different effective thickness
of the Ge film. The measurement temperatureT5300 K.
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these islands does not have a pronouncedd-function form. In this case the change
capacitance of the space-charge region in Si is simply arrested, since a portion
voltage-induced charge goes off to bound states in the islands.d!

In the range of effective germanium thicknesses 8<deff<13 ML two peaks appea
on the C–V curves at positive polarity. The splitting between these peaks and their
and position on the voltage~energy! scale depend ondeff . The presence of two discret
levels becomes even clearer as the temperature decreases~Fig. 4b!. Approximating the
contour of the lines, after the capacitance component associated with the SCR i
tracted out, by a Gaussian functionCQD}(dVgAp)21exp@2Vg

2/2(dVg)2#, one can find
the widthdVg of the peaks and the splittingDVg between them. The results are presen

FIG. 3. Hole density profile in the epitaxial layer of a structure without a Ge film and withdeff52 ML. The
profiles were reconstructed from the C–V characteristics in the depletion-layer approximation using the r
p(x)52C3/@eee0S2(dC/dVg)#, where the depthx is measured from the surface of the structure and
determined asx5ee0S/C(Vg). Hereee0 is the permittivity andS is the area of the barrier. Inset: Profile of th
valence band under reverse bias.

FIG. 4. Capacitance–voltage characteristics of Ge/Si (deff510 ML) heterostructures with boron backgroun
impurity contents in the epitaxial Si film ofp5731016 cm23 ~curvesa — T5300 K, b — T54.2 K) and
p5231017 cm23 ~curvec — T5300 K). The arrows mark the voltages across the Schottky gate for which
hole levels in the islands are emptied, and the numbers indicate the number of holes in an island.
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in Table I. FordVg we gove the average value for the two lines. One can see that adeff

increases, the peaks become narrower and the energy gap between them decrea

We attribute the appearance of capacitance oscillations to the formation of an
of Ge nanocrystals. The nanocrystal sizes in the array are quite uniform and the d
of hole states in the array is ad-like function of energy. As the amount of Ge deposit
increases, the islands increase in size. This growth in turn increases the elastic s
near the Ge/Si interface and therefore increases the energy barrier for incorporat
adatoms diffusing along the island-free surface.16 This effect induces small clusters t
grow more rapidly than large clusters, resulting in the formation of a narrow distribu
of island sizes and giving rise to a discrete carrier spectrum which is well-resolved
at room temperature. As the thickness of the Ge film increases further~20 ML!, the
elastic stress relax, the pseudomorphic phase vanishes, and large~'1000 Å! islands with
dislocations form.9,14 In our experiment this is observed as vanishing of the capacita
peaks on the capacitance–voltage characteristics~Fig. 2!. The strong increase in th
capacitance, accompanied by a sharp increase in the active part of the conducta
voltages of 0.4–0.6 V is also apparently due to the onset of threading dislocation
breakdown of the space-charge region.

The offset of the valence bands of Si and pseudomorphic Ge equals 0.5–0.817

The potential well forming in the valence band of the Ge layer ‘‘absorbs’’ holes from
surrounding silicon. The number of holesNh populating each QD at zero bias can
estimated by taking the ratio of the total number of holes in the epitaxial layer to the
number of islands in the sample:Nh5pLT /nQD. Herep is the hole density in silicon,LT

is the thickness of the epitaxial layer, andnQD is the layer density of islands. Forp57
31016cm23, LT5670 Å, andnQD5331011cm22 we obtainNh'1.5. This estimate is
consistent with the presence of two peaks in the C–V characteristics in the revers
region, since it is for this polarity that the hole-filled states are probed. Figure 4c s
the capacitance–voltage curve for a sample with a high boron impurity content i
epitaxial Si layer (p'231017cm23). One can see that a proportional increase occur
the number of filled states in QDs up to six or seven filled states per island. The str
change in the capacitance in this case, as compared with the lightly doped sample,
to the change in the thickness of the depletion layer in the interior of the epitaxial si
film, while in the first case the boundary of the SCR lies in the buffer layer near
substrate~at T54.2 K it lies directly in the substrate!.

One can see that if the two peaks in the C–V characteristic correspond to two
in each island, then the areaA under the peaks divided by the electron chargee should
equal twice the surface density of islands (2nQD'631011cm22). The results of a nu-

TABLE I.

deff , ML T, K DVg , mV dVg , mV DE, meV A/e, 1011 cm22

8 300 342 80 87 6.0
10 300 142 60 36 5.4
13 300 126 56 32 5.8
10 4.2 213 44 54 4.1
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merical integration are presented in Table I. One can see that the ratioA/e'2nQD holds
to good accuracy.

It is of interest to determine the nature of the splitting of the levels in Fig. 2: Is it
to size quantization or is it a consequence of multiparticle effects of the Coulomb i
action? Deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! investigations of the energy spectru
in Ge islands similar to those shown in Fig. 1 showed that the splitting between
size-quantization levels~between thes and p shells! equals approximately 100 meV
while the splitting of the levels due to the Coulomb interaction of holes at tempera
above 100 K lies in the range 29–31 meV.13 The energy gapDE between the levels can
be estimated from capacitance spectroscopy data asDE5eDVgb/LT , whereb is the
distance from the island layer to the substrate. Takingb5170 Å ~the total width of the
bottom Si layer and the solid solution Si0.8Ge0.2) and LT5670 Å we obtain DE
536 meV for T5300 K andDE554 meV for T54.2 K. The values ofDE for other
samples are also presented in Table I. These calculations make it possible to interp
two capacitance peaks as a hole ground state split by the electron–electron interac!

We explain the decrease ofDE with increasing temperature by the screening of
Coulomb interaction by image charges in the nondepletion region of the SiGe b
layer and the heavily doped substrate. Indeed, simple estimates show that as temp
increases from 4.2 K to 300 K, the width of the SCR decreases by 40 Å~this correction
has virtually no effect on the ratiob/LT). This signifies the appearance of free carriers
the film of solid solution. According to Ref. 7, the correction to the interaction energ
a result of image forces is given by the expression

dE52
e2

2ed
1

2pe2

e
nQD~A4d21r min

2 2r min!, ~1!

whered is the distance to the metallic plane andr min is the minimum distance betwee
neighboring islands. The first term in Eq.~1! is a correction to the interaction of carrie
inside a quantum dot and the second term is a correction to the interaction of carri
neighboring QDs. Calculations based on formula~1! for r min'50 Å ~see Fig. 1!,
d(300 K)5130 Å, andd(4.2 K)5170 Å show that the difference arising betweendE at
T5300 K and 4.2 K, as a result of the displacement of the SCR by 40 Å equals 19
the second term making the main contribution~18 meV!. This agrees with the differenc
between the experimental valuesDE(4.2 K)2DE(300 K)518 meV.

The width of the levels changes very little with temperature~see Table I! and
apparently is determined by the variance of the island sizes. SincedVg'(0.2–0.3)
•DVg , while the interaction energy is inversely proportional to the size of the QDs
relative nonuniformity of the island sizes in the array is 20–30%, which correlates
microscopy data.

In closing, we wish to call attention to the general rise of the C–V characteristic
deff>10 ML. This effect is due to the formation of a quasicontinuous region of sur
states with a density of the order of 1012cm22 at the Ge/Si interface.

We thank B. Z. Ol’shanetski�, S. A. Ti�s, and I. G. Kozhemyako for performing th
STM measurements. This work was supported by the Interdisciplinary Scientific
Technical Program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures’’~Grant No. 98-1100! and
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the Intercollegiate Scientific Program ‘‘Universities of Russia — Basic Research’’~Grant
No. 4103!.

a!e-mail: yakimov@isp.nsc.ru
b!Of course, this requires adequate QD size uniformity.
c!In this variant of the structure, thep-shell states should be observed in the forward-bias region, but th
prevented by the strong increase in the capacitance as a result of a decrease in the width of the SC
epitaxial layer.

d!Translation editor’s note: As a result of a technical difficulty, this paragraph was cut short in the Ru
original; here we have printed a translation of the restored version.
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Electrons and photons in mesoscopic structures:
quantum dots in a photonic crystal
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The synthesis and properties of a photonic crystal doped with quantum
dots are reported. The structure exhibits a two-stage self-organization
of silica nanoparticles along with quantum confinement effects in semi-
conductor colloids. The interplay of electron and photon confinement
results in controllable spontaneous emission from the mesoscopic struc-
ture. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00714-2#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Ys, 42.70.Qs, 81.20.Fw, 73.23.2b

Mesoscopic structures with a characteristic size either of the order of the electr
Broglie wavelength in a semiconductor~1–10 nm! or close to the optical photon wave
length~100–1000 nm! exhibit nontrivial properties due to the modified electron or ph
ton density of states. Three-dimensional spatial confinement of electrons in nanoc
~‘‘quantum dots’’! results in size-dependent energies and probabilities of op
transitions.1–3 The photon density of states can be modified in structures with st
modulation of the refractive index in three dimensions~photonic crystals!.4–6 It can be
performed by means of supermolecular crystallization of matter, resulting in collo
crystals with a submicron period.7–10 Because of the substantially different electron a
photon wavelengths, the electron and photon densities of states can be engineere
rately within the same mesostructure. In this letter we report the synthesis and s
properties of a photonic crystal doped with semiconductor quantum dots. The stru
exhibits a two-stage self-organization of silica nanoparticles along with quantum con
ment effects in semiconductor colloids.

The photonic crystals used in our studies were synthesized from a sol of mon
1420021-3640/98/68(2)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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perse SiO2 spherical globules by means of sedimentation and hydrothermal treatm
Close-packed silica globules are cemented together and form a solid face-centered
lattice, each globule consisting of nanometer-size silica particles~Fig. 1!. Therefore, the
resulting crystals show two stages of self-organization: aggregation of nanoparticle
globule, and close-packing of globules in a three-dimensional lattice. The superstru
thus developed, which are called artificial opals, exhibit a photonic pseudogap i
visible range8,11,12 which manifests itself as a pronounced stop band in transmiss
reflection spectra in a spectral range determined by the globule size, the refractive
of the globules and interglobule cavities, and the crystallographic orientation o
photonic crystal~Fig. 2!. The physical origin of a pseudogap in a three-dimensio
colloidal crystal is multiple rescattering and interference of optical waves propag
throughout.

Since the interglobule cavities form a network, it is possible to embed therein
sirable species~molecules, ions, or nanocrystals! exhibiting electron resonance in absor
tion or emission of light. To get overlapping size-dependent electron resonance in n
rystals and structural optical resonance in a photonic crystal, the latter was doped
cadmium telluride nanoparticles. Semiconductor crystallites have been prepared th
the addition of fresh oxygen-free NaHTe solution to N2-saturated Cd(ClO4)2•6H2O
solution in the presence of thiols as stabilizing agents.13 Well-defined CdTe nanocrystal

FIG. 1. Electron micrograph of the surface of a solid state silica-based colloidal crystal. Clearly seen are
successive layers consisting of close-packed spherical submicron-sized silica globules. Each globule in
consists of nanometer-sized silica particles~inset!. The whole superstructure forms a three-dimensional fa
centered cubic lattice. Because of coherence effects in the multiple scattering of optical waves, these st
inhibit the propagation of electromagnetic waves within a certain spectral range.
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were developed with predominant cubic crystalline structure possessing significant
sic emission in the visible spectral range~Fig. 3!. Due to the size restriction, the absor
tion spectrum shifts by more than 1 eV~from 827 nm in the bulk CdTe crystal to
460–500 nm in the clusters!. In the context of quantum size effects, this is the typi
strong confinement range, when the kinetic energies of the electrons and holes a
stantially larger than the energy of the electron–hole Coulomb interaction. Because
pronounced size dependence, the emission spectrum can be tuned towards a p
pseudogap of a photonic crystal. This was performed using 1-thioglycerol as a stab
The mean size of the CdTe crystallites in this case was about 2.4 nm. The int
emission band peaking at 575 nm dominates in the luminescence spectrum. The sp
shows a pronounced inhomogeneous broadening and strongly nonexponential dec
a mean lifetime of about 1028 s.

Semiconductor quantum dots embedded in a photonic crystal exhibit a notic
change of the luminescence spectrum when the latter overlaps with the pho
pseudogap~Fig. 4!. The modification of the spontaneous emission is due to a mod
density of photon states in the pseudogap region. It is known that the spontaneous
of an excited state of any quantum system is not an intrinsic property of the syste
a result of its interaction with the electromagnetic vacuum. The density of photon s
is redistributed in a photonic crystal as compared to free space. It vanishes within th
and increases near the gap edges. Therefore, the spontaneous decay rate, which is

FIG. 2. Photonic stop band in an opal-based photonic crystal. Presented in~a! are transmission spectra of a
opal platelet sample impregnated with fillers possessing successively growing refraction indexnf . The polar
diagram ~b! shows the angular dependence of the stop band.Dl is the spectral shift of the stop band a
compared to thê111& direction, andw is the polar angle inside the~111! plane. The deviation from̂111& was
20°. The underlying triangular contour emphasizes the special directions of the Brillouin zone of a ph
crystal; the lengths of the radial lines are proportional to the angles between^111& and the directions to the
special points.
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proportional to the photon density of states, is expected to be inhibited within the ga
enhanced in the close vicinity outside the gap. Our experiments clearly show a dip
emission spectrum~Fig. 4! following the spectral position of the pseudogap~e.g., Fig. 2!.
The appearance of the dip is indicative of the inhibited spontaneous emission. Alth
a modification of the emission spectrum also takes place at the edges of the pseu
additional studies are necessary to reach an unambiguous conclusion about en
emission at the gap edges. To our knowlege,14 however, when dye molecules are locat
inside a photonic crystal with a pseudogap, the rate of spontaneous emission spli
slowed and accelerated components. Unfortunatelly, the insufficiently high qua

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra of two representative colloidal solutions containing cadmium telluride crystalli
mean size of 1.8 and 2.4 nm. Unlike the bulk CdTe crystal, whose fundamental absorption edge rises at
nanocrystals exhibit multiband absorption spectra with the first absorption feature tunable up to th
ultraviolet range. Within the framework of quantum size effects, an evolution from a crystal to cluster c
interpreted in terms of the electron–hole confinement in a three-dimensional quantum box. Considered
context, the crystallites correspond to the so-called strong confinement limit. The inset shows a sing
ocrystal with pronounced crystallographic planes.
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yield of fluorescence is an impediment to analogous experiments with semicond
nanocrystals.

The observed modification of the spontaneous emission spectrum of quantum d
silica-based photonic crystals is much more significant than the modification reporte
organic molecules in solid-state8 and liquid-like15 colloidal crystals. This is due to an
intrinsically narrower emission spectrum of quantum dots as compared to organic
ecules, which provides a stronger overlap of the emission spectrum and the gap
homogeneous linewidth of a given nanocrystal emission spectrum is substantially
rower than the integral emission spectrum of a nanocrystal ensemble. Inhomoge
broadening is inherent in every ensemble of semiconductor clusters. It arises beca
a distribution of transition energies and decay rates which in turn is related to the d
butions in cluster size, surface structure, local environments, and impurities. Ther
each individual component within an inhomogeneously broadened spectrum react
vidually to the modified density of photon states. Thus the total modification of
spontaneous emission is enhanced in the case of an inhomogeneously broadene
trum as compared to a homogeneous band with the same total bandwidth. Under
tions of enhanced modulation of the refraction index, silica-based photonic crystals d
with quantum dots will afford a possibility of observing a noticeable slowing down of
spontaneous decay of a quantum system, down to the emergence of the ‘‘frozen’’ e
states predicted by the theory.16

FIG. 4. Effect of the photonic band gap on the spontaneous emission of CdTe nanocrystals. Panel~a! shows the
reflection spectrum of a silica colloidal crystal doped with CdTe crystallites with a size of 2.4 nm.
pronounced peak in reflection is indicative of a dip in the spectral distribution of the photon density of
due to the periodic three-dimensional lattice of silica globules. In the spectral range relevant to the ph
pseudogap the luminescence spectrum has a minimum~panel b! which is indicative of an inhibited spontaneou
emission. Panel~c! shows the reference emission spectrum of the same nanocrystals outside the ph
crystal.
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To summarize, we demonstrate a novel mesostructure with separately contro
densities of photon and electron states and show that the spontaneous emission of
rystals, which is controlled at large by the quantum confinement effect, experie
strong modification in a photonic crystal as compared to free space on account
modified photon density of states.

Stimulating discussions with S. Ya. Kilin are gratefully acknowledged. This
search has been supported in part by the INTAS Program of the European Comm
and the Volkswagen Foundation.
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Two-dimensional excitons and hydrogenlike impurities
on a curved surface
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The shifts and splittings are found for a two-dimensional donor and a
Wannier–Mott exciton on a curved surface. The appearance of fine
structure in the excitonic luminescence line as a result of the motion of
the system as a whole in a potential of geometric origin is estimated.
The relative contributions of the Coulomb potential and kinetic energy
operator to the corrections for curvature depend strongly on the geo-
metric form of the surface. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00814-7#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Cc, 68.55.Ln

1. The properties of two-dimensional~2D! nonplanar electronic systems have be
attracting the attention of investigators for a number of years now.1–6 Until very recently,
such objects were either macroscopic samples with a radius of curvatureR of the order of
0.1 cm ~2D electron gas on a curved substrate7! or carbon nanotubes with a radius s
orders of magnitude smaller. This large range of curvature can be covered prac
continuously by an ingenious method proposed in Ref. 8, win which initially stra
GaAs/InAs layers are ‘‘rolled up.’’ Specifically, objects whose radius of curvatur
comparable to~or exceeds by only an order of magnitude! the effective electronic Bohr
radiusaB* in the bulk of a semiconductor become quite practicable. In Ref. 8 it was
shown that an external load can deform a tube into an elliptic cylinder.

In this letter we calculate the energy spectrum of excitons and hydrogenlike do
placed in a curved quantum well whose thickness is less thanaB* , i.e., the 2D limit is
realized. We show that the curvature of the surface on which the particles move res
a shift and splitting of the levels of the corresponding planar system, and the relativ
of the Coulomb interaction and the curvature depends strongly on the geometric sh
the surface at a fixed ratioaB* /R.

2. We begin by studying an exciton on the surface of an elliptic cylinder. We
actually talking about a film, of small but finite thickness, rolled up into a cylinder.
was shown in Ref. 9, the transition from a 3D to a 2D wave equation under t
conditions leads to the appearance of an adiabatic potential of purely geometric
~the motion transverse to the film is assumed to be fast, i.e., size quantization giv
greatest splitting between the energy levels!. For a cylindrical film of constant width this
potential has the form9
1480021-3640/98/68(2)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Ug~v !5
\2

2m* a2

z«4 sin2~2v !

j~v !3
, ~1!

wherem* is the effective mass,a and« are the semimajor axis and eccentricity of t
ellipse, v is the elliptic coordinate (0,v,2p), j(v)512«2 cosv2, z5(1
14p2/3)/16. We shall assume the effective Bohr radius to be small compared with
semiaxes of the ellipse. Then, it is convenient to change to the variablesz ~along the axis
of the cylinder! ands ~elliptic arc length!. In these variables the electron–hole Coulom
interaction, to within the first correction for the curvature, is

Ueh5Ueh
~0!1Ueh

~1! , ~2!

Ueh
~0!52

ẽ 2

r
, Ueh

~1!52
ẽ 2~12«2!s4

24r3~j~V!!3a2
[2

ẽ 2s4

24r3R~V!2
, ~3!

where

r5Az21s2, z5ze2zh , s5se2sh , se,h5E
0

ve,h
dtAj~ t !,

R(V) is the local radius of curvature,V5(meve1mhvh)/M , M5me1mh , andme,h are,
respectively, the electron and hole effective masses, andẽ 2 is the square of the electro
charge with allowance for the background permittivity. After transforming the elec
and hole kinetic energy operators to center-of-mass variablesSandZ and relative-motion
variabless and z, and transforming the unknown functionc5x/(j(ve)j(vh))1/4, we
obtain for the exciton Hamiltonian

H5H ~0!1H ~1!,

whereH (0) is the Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional system (m is the reduced mass!:

H ~0!52
\2

2M F ]2

]S2
1

]2

]Z2G1
\2

2m F ]2

]s2
1

]2

]z2G2
ẽ 2

~s21z2!1/2
, ~4!

andH (1) takes account of the curvature:

H ~1!5
\2

2ma2 F S z2
5

16D «4 sin2~2V!

j~V!3
1

«2 cos~2V!

2j~V!2 G2
ẽ 2s4

24~s21z2!3/2R~V!2
. ~5!

In the perturbationH (1) we neglected terms of order (aB* /a)4. In Eq. ~5! the variableV
must be expressed in terms ofS; to leading order inaB* /a this relation has the formS
5*0

VdtAj(t). As one can see from the last term in Eq.~5!, it is impossible to separate th
relative and center-of-mass motions of an exciton on a curved surface.

In the simplest case of a circular cylinder («50, R(V)[a) the geometric potentia
vanishes. In this case the level shifts and splittings arise only as a result of a change
Coulomb interaction. For the ground state we obtain

DE152
\2

128ma2
. ~6!
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For the first excited~triplet! level

DE2
~1!52

7\2

128ma2
, DE2

~2!52
\2

64ma2
, DE2

~3!52
5\2

64ma2
. ~7!

We note that the first correction for the curvature does not contain the electron charg
therefore does not depend on the effective permittivity.

In the case of an elliptic cylinder an exciton as a whole moves in a potential
depends onV. If aB* !a, this motion is slow compared with the internal motion in t
exciton. AveragingUeh over the fast motion, it is possible to obtain an adiabatic poten
U(V) for the motion of the center of mass. A plot of this potential for the ground stat
an exciton with«51/2 is presented in Fig. 1. As one can see from Eqs.~6! and ~7!, on
account of the small numerical coefficients in the expression forDE the Coulomb con-
tribution in this case is negligibly small. It becomes substantial for«<0.3. The deepes
minima for any« correspond to the tips of the semiminor axis of the ellipse, i.e.,
regions of smallest curvature. Therefore exciton localization in these regions and sp
nonuniform excitonic luminescence should be expected. The number of energy
corresponding to the motion of the center of mass of an exciton in the minimum
tioned is easily estimated to be of the order ofAmh /me. For this reason, for a heavy-hol
exciton the lower levels can be described in the oscillator approximation. The c
sponding frequency for the ground state of the exciton is given by the expression

v5
\

a2A2memh
F2p2

3
«42

125

32
«41

61

32
«2G1/2

, ~8!

and for «51/2 one hasv'0.567\/a2Ame /mh. Therefore the excitonic luminescenc
line is accompanied by a fine structure of scalev;vBAme /mh(aB* /a)2, wherevB is the
Bohr frequency of the exciton.

3. Let us now consider donor states on a curved surface. Once again, we assu
Bohr radius to be small compared with the characteristic radii of curvature. In a s

FIG. 1. Adiabatic potential of the center of mass of an exciton;«51/2, U(V) is given the unitsh2/2ma2.
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neighborhood of an arbitrary point the smooth surface can be approximated by a p
loid z52(x2/2A1y2/2B). We assume the donor to be located at the vertex of
paraboloid. To obtain the effective 2D Hamiltonian, once again we consider a film
a small constant width, curved into a paraboloid. Using paraboloidal coordinates,
be shown that the adiabatic potentialUad arising with the transition to two dimensions
of the order of (\2/m* )(s2/A4,s2/B4), wheres is the distance along the surface from t
vertex of the paraboloid. Since the important values ofs are of the order ofaB* , the
contribution of Uad is small compared with the corrections arising from the kine
energy operator and the Coulomb potential. It is convenient to calculate these corre
by changing to the variabless andf, wheref is the azimuthal angle ands is measured
along a curve which is a section of the paraboloid by the planef5 const. After quite
unwieldy calculations,a! we obtain

DE15
\2

128m*
F31S 1

A2
1

1

B2D2
22

ABG , ~9!

for the donor ground state and

DE2
~1!5

\2

128m*
F25S 1

A2
1

1

B2D 2
26

ABG ;

DE2
~2,3!5

\2

128m*
F26S 1

A2
1

1

B2D 2
4

AB
6S 1

A2
2

1

B2D G , ~10!

for the first excited level. We note that the negative shifts from the Coulomb intera
are numerically small compared with the positive contributions from the geometric
tential. One would expect that the limiting values of expressions~9! and ~10! with A
5B or in the limit B→` will give corrections to donor levels on a sphere or cylind
respectively. However, this is not so. Calculations show that for a sphere of radiusA

DE152
9\2

48m* A2
; ~11!

DE2
~1!5

11\2

3m* A2
; DE2

~2,3!52
\2

8m* A2
, ~12!

while for an elliptic cylinder with semimajor axisA

DE15U0~v0!2
\2

128m* A2
; ~13!

DE2
~1!5U0~v0!2

7\2

128m* A2
; DE2

~2,3!5U0~v0!1
\2

64m* A2
~2362!, ~14!

where

U0~v0!5
\2

2m* R~v0!2

«2

12«2F S z2
1

16D sin2~2v0!1
cos~2v0!2«2 cos2 v0

2 G
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(v0 is the elliptic coordinate of the donor!. Therefore the shape of the surface as a wh
already has an effect starting with terms of order (aB* /A)2.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
96-02-19058!, the program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures,’’ and also by INT
Grant ~No. 95-0657!.

a!To use the formulas of perturbation theory, where the wave functions of a planar two-dimensional Co
problem are used as the zeroth approximation, the perturbation operator must be put into a hermitia
This is accomplished by a transformation of the desired function, which we do not write out here beca
its complexity.
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Behavior of sound velocities in the compounds
La12xSrxMnO3 near magnetic and structural phase
transitions

Yu. P. Ga dukova) and N. P. Danilova
Department of Physics, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow
Russia

A. A. Mukhin
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia

A. M. Balbashov
Moscow Power Engineering Institute, 105835 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 19 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 2, 141–146~25 July 1998!

The temperature dependences of the transverseVt and longitudinalVl

sound velocities in single crystals of the perovskites La12xSrxMnO3

(x50.1, 0.175, 0.2, 0.25) in the temperature intervalT570– 350 K are
investigated by the resonance method. Anomalies — small minima and
kinks in the temperature dependencesVl(T) and Vt(T) — are ob-
served at the Curie points. A strong jumplike increase~by up to 30%!
in both the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities, which attests to
sizable hardening of the acoustic branches of the phonon spectrum, is
observed near the temperatures of the structural transitions between the
rhombohedral and orthorhombic phases~for x50.175, 0.2, 0.25) and at
the phase transition to the polaron-ordered state~for x50.1). © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00914-1#

PACS numbers: 62.65.1k, 75.30.Kz, 64.70.Kb, 43.20.Hq

Despite the enormous amount of available experimental data, there is no cons
concerning the physical nature of the unusual properties of manganites,1 and this subject
remains controversial. Specifically, the question of a strong coupling of the electroni
magnetic subsystems with the lattice is under discussion. However, there are extr
few publications devoted to the investigation of the behavior of the elastic cons
which give valuable information about this. We know of only two works — Refs. 2
3 — where the behavior of the sound velocity in ceramic samples of manganites
investigated and the observation of anomalies of the order of several percent at
transition points were reported.

In the present letter we report the preliminary results of an investigation of
behavior of the sound velocities in single-crystal samples of the compo
La12xSrxMnO3 as a function of the contentx50.1, 0.175, 0.2, and 0.25 and the tempe
ture in the interval 70–350 K.
1530021-3640/98/68(2)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The samples were cut from single-crystal billets with a definite composition,
pared by zone melting. The procedure for preparing the samples and analyzing the
position of the billets is described in Ref. 4. A small difference in the composition of
components was observed along a billet. The experimental samples were not only
shaped, but half-disks, squares, or shapes close to these were also used. The samp
of the order of 1 mm thick and their dimensions in the plane ranged from 8 to 4
Structurally, the samples can be called single crystals only as a matter of conve
since they contained large blocks of twin formations. However, their density co
sponded to the x-ray value and for all compositions could be characterized to withi
by the value 6.5 g/cm3.

The sound velocity was determined by the resonance method. For this purpos
conventional measurement scheme for contact-free electromagnetic excitation of
in metals with a differential passage of the signal was used.5 In contrast to metals, where
the mechanical modes of the characteristic oscillations are excited as a result of
arising in the skin layer, in manganites, on account of their low electrical conducti
excitation and detection are possible only through magnetostriction in the bulk.
samples were placed freely in two parallel, identical, narrow, rectangular coils~each
consisting of ten loops of copper wire 0.1 mm in diameter! and connected, respectively
to a generator and to the detector of a SKCh-59 spectrum analyzer. In addition, th
voltage of the high-frequency scanning field~the frequency rangef 5100 kHz
– 10 MHz) was modulated by a voltage with a frequency of 37 Hz. The coils and
sample together were placed into an electromagnet in such a way that its magneti
H ~up to 10 kOe! lay in the plane of the samples and could make an anglea with the axis
of the coil from 0° to 90°. The signals from the detecting coil — either after the
detectionU( f ) or after the second synchronous detectionA5dU/d f( f ) — were re-
corded on a X–Y plotter.

At frequencies above 2 MHz it was only in rare cases possible to detect in the
dU/d f( f ) the multimode resonance structure due to the lowest-numbered modes
thickness resonance associated with the longitudinal sound velocity. Furthermor
thickness resonances associated with the transverse sound velocity could not be id
because of the complicated picture of the spectral composition ofdU/d f( f ). At low
frequencies, up to 1 MHz~Fig. 1!, on the contrary, we observed clear, strong, sing
mode resonances. We performed theoretical and experimental investigations to clar
nature of these resonances, using nickel as a model for the manganite samples.
found that for the above-described geometry and excitation conditions the only m
that should arise are those which are symmetric about to the central plane of the sa
and which depend weakly~or not at all! on thickness over quite wide limits.6 These
modes stem from a transverse shear wave and the zeroth symmetric Lamb wave f
plates.

In Ref. 6 the relations between the disk radiusr , transverse sound velocityVt ,
Poisson ratios, and the resonance frequenciesf n of the first ten modes were calculate
and confirmed experimentally for the case of disks consisting of isotropic material.
of them were known earlier~radial and torsional! and are widely used for exciting soun
in piezoelectrics.7

For other shapes of flat samples, for lack of an analytical relation between
quantities indicated above, it was necessary to resort to modeling the situation
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nickel samples, transforming their shape from disk to square, half-disk, or other sh
This made it possible to follow the change in the resonance frequencies of some m
another. The most convenient for analysis is the lowest, first modef 1 of a disk, since it
is virtually independent of the Poisson ratio. For a thin diskf 152.35Vt/2pr
3(60.15%). The results presented below are associated mainly with the behavior
frequencyf 1 .

We shall make one final methodological remark: The tracesU( f ) are straight lines
over a wide frequency range~from 100 kHz to'1 MHz). Weak resonance features~in
the best case, of the order of several percent! can be observed against the background
these traces. The slope of these straight lines is proportional to the differential ma
susceptibility of the sample. The observation of this quantity in a weak magnetic
(H;20 Oe) made it possible to locate the points of the magneticTC and structuralTs

transitions~Fig. 2!. The values of the temperaturesTC andTs agree well with data from
other works.8,9

The resonance features ofdU/d f( f ) below the Curie point first appeared at ve
low fields (H;20 Oe). Up to fieldsHmax'500 Oe their amplitude grows strongly
passes through a maximum, and then in the casea50 approaches zero in fieldsH
'1 – 2 kOe just as rapidly. In the casea590°, after reaching its maximum value th
amplitude dropped off very little with increasing field and resonances could be obs
all the way up to 10 kOe. The change~increase! in the resonance frequencies wi
increasing magnetic field did not exceed 1–2%. For fixed fieldsH,Hmax and increasing
temperature, for one of the modes the amplitude of the resonances decreases, an
nance is no longer observed as the Curie pointTC is approached. For other modes,

FIG. 1. Trace ofdU/d f( f ) for a sample withx50.2,a50, andP5800 Oe atT578 K; disk-shaped sample 8
mm in diameter and 1.5 mm thick; Curie temperatureTC5305 K.
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well as thickness resonances, the amplitude increases, reaches a pronounced max
the Curie point, and then drops off rapidly. Sometimes, these resonances could be
up to a temperature 10° above the Curie point~Fig. 3!.

For all compositions~with a variation of 10%!, at a temperature of the order of 30

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the differential susceptibility, normalized to the volume, for dif
values ofx. Measured atf 5300 kHz.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the frequency and amplitude of the resonance of two vibrational mo
a sample withx50.2; disk-shaped sample 8 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm thick;TC5305 K.
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K the transverse velocityVt , determined from the frequencies of the first resonance,
equals'2.5 km/s. The value of the longitudinal velocity, determined, where possible,
from the thickness resonances~for x50.2,0.175), equals;6 km/s. Such values of the
velocities lead to a Poisson ratios'0.35. Analysis of the relations between the frequen-
cies in the low-frequency spectrum of the resonances, which was performed according
Ref. 6, also leads to the same value ofs.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences of the relative changes inVt andVl for
samples with different compositions. Except for the composition withx50.1, near the

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the sound velocities for differentx: ~a! 3 — Vt ; x50.25; 5.835.8 mm
square; thickness 0.9 mm;TC5340 K; s — Vt ; x50.2; disk 8 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm thick,TC

5305 K; j — Vt ; x50.2; 837.6 mm oval; thickness 1.2 mm;TC5300 K; d — Vl ; x50.175; half-disk,
r 54 mm; thickness 0.9 mm;TC5288 K; m — Vt ; x50.1; 6.536.1 mm oval; thickness 1.1 mm;TC

5170 K. ~b! — Temperature dependence of the longitudinal velocityVl for x50.2; TC5300 K. ~c! — Tem-
perature dependence of the frequency and amplitude of the resonancef 2 for x50.1.
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Curie points the velocities have either a weak minimum or a kink~see also Fig. 3!, which
are characteristic for ordinary ferromagnetic materials.10 Below TC the velocities grow
gradually, approximately by 5% down to temperatures 250–200 K, reaching a flat m
mum. The subsequent behavior of the velocities depends strongly on the compo
For x50.25 the velocityVt decreases by 5% down to temperatures;80 K. For one of
the two samples with compositionx50.2 (TC5305 K, La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.9O2.95) the velocity
Vt drops by approximately 20% without exhibiting any anomalies down toT570 K. At
the same time, for the other sample (TC5300 K, La0.82Sr0.18Mn0.82O2.66), after decreas-
ing by 5%,Vt increases abruptly by 20% atTs'90 K, corresponding to the temperatu
of a structural transition from the rhombohedral to the orthorhombic phase.11,12 For the
composition withx50.175, the thickness resonances could be traced over the e
temperature interval and, accordingly, the value ofVl could be determined. After reach
ing the maximum at the point of the structural transition,Ts'180 K, Vl undergoes an
impressive jump by 30%~a hysteresis of up to 20°! and then increases gradually b
another 6%.

The x50.1 sample behaves even more dramatically. Sound is first excitedT
'200 K, i.e., long before the Curie temperature (TC'170 K). As the temperature de
creases, the velocity gradually decreases, by approximately 15%, passing throu
Curie point without any appreciable anomalies. This could be due to the more broa
character of the ferromagnetic transition as compared with other compositions, as c
seen from thexac(T) curves in Fig. 2. The velocityVt reaches a minimum atTp

'140 K, after which it sustains a strong, jumplike increase~with a weak, 5-degree
hysteresis!. The magnitude of the jump could not be determined exactly, since it
impossible to establish a correspondence between the modes before and after th
because of the depletion of the frequency spectrum. However, it can be asserted th
not less than 30%. The temperatureTp corresponds to the second phase transition in
composition, which, according to neutron diffraction data,13 is due to polaron ordering. I
is associated with an ordered arrangement of the heterovalent ions Mn31/Mn41 in alter-
nating~001! planes and the appearance of a corresponding superstructure. A transi
this state is accompanied by a change in the character of the conduction from meta
semiconducting11 and an increase~jump! in the permittivity as well as an additiona
anomaly~besides the Curie point! in the magnetic susceptibilityxac(T).9 The latter is
also clearly observed on our measuredxac(T) curve for the compositionx50.1 ~Fig. 2!.

In summary, the anomalies observed in the temperature dependences of the
velocities in the compounds La12xSrxMnO3, on the whole, agree well with the temper
tures of known magnetic and structural transitions and attest to a strong change
elastic constants of these materials at phase transformations. The magnitudes an
acter of the anomalies of the elastic constants at the Curie pointsTC are similar to those
for conventional ferromagnetic metals with unfilledd and f shells.10 The most radical
changes in the elastic constants~up to 30%! accompany structural transitions atTs andTp

and indicate a strong restructuring of the phonon spectrum in these compounds.

In closing, we should mention that very recently there has appeared a rep
measurements of the elastic constants of a 0.17230.13930.117 cm La0.83Sr0.17MnO3

single crystal in the temperature range 200–310 K.14 An abrupt decrease of the elast
constants~up to 60%! was observed at the structural transition (Ts5285 K). This does
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not agree with the increase that we observed in the velocities at nearly the samee
position,x50.175.

We thank I. F. Voloshin for assisting in the supplementary analysis of the com
sitions of the samples.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
No. 97-02-17325! and the program ‘‘Statistical Physics’’ of the Ministry of Science
the Russian Federation.
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Electric-field effect in a mixed-valence ion pair
Cr31 – Cr21 in a KZnF 3 crystal

S. I. Nikitin,a) R. V. Yusupov, M. V. Eremin, N. I. Silkin,
and S. Yu. Prosvirnin
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia
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The influence of an external axial electric field on the absorption spec-
trum of a Cr31 – Cr21 mixed-valence pair center coupled by the double-
exchange mechanism in a KZnF3 crystal is investigated. It is shown
experimentally that the Cr31 – Cr21 pair has an electric dipole moment.
The migration of an electron is accompanied by local lattice strain. At
the minima of the adiabatic potential, the intermediate fluorine atom is
displaced from the lattice site. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01014-7#

PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej, 71.55.Ht, 78.40.Ha

Mixed-valence materials such as La12xCaxMnO31y are of great research interes
Convenient model objects for understanding the main mechanisms determining the
erties of these compounds are insulating crystals with mixed-valence impurity
centers.1 In this case, the high conductivity characteristic of concentrated compo
~like, for example, lanthanum manganites! does not interfere with the penetration of lig
into the crystal, and optical spectroscopy methods can be used.

The observation of quite intense and relatively narrow absorption lines
Cr31 – Cr21 pair centers in KZnF3 :Cr31, Cr21 crystals was reported in Ref. 1. A
interpretation of all the observed absorption lines of this pair was given in Ref. 2.
cording to the calculations, the minima of the adiabatic potential are due to compre
of the fluorine octahedron around the Cr31 ion and a corresponding stretching of th
octahedron along the pair axis near a Cr21 ion. An important feature of the state of a pa
is that the bridge fluorine ion is displaced from the lattice site. This feature is
fundamental for the interpretation of the absorption spectra of this pair center.

A direct proof of such an important conjecture about the microstructure of the
center under study would be the observation of a linear Stark effect. This circums
prompted us to undertake an investigation of the electric-field effect on the absor
lines of the pair center Cr31 – Cr21.

The KZnF3 :Cr31, Cr21 crystals were grown by the Bridgman–Stockbarger meth
The concentration of each activator CrF3 and CrF2 in the charge was;0.5 wt.%. KZnF3
crystals have the perovskite structure and their symmetry space group isPm3m. In Ref.
2 it was shown that the pair centers Cr31 – Cr21 in a KZnF3 crystal possess tetragon
symmetry, and the chromium ions are located in neighboring unit cells arranged alon
1600021-3640/98/68(2)/3/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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C4 axis of the crystal. For this reason, the Stark effect was measured with the el
field applied along the tetragonal axis of the crystal. The experimental samples
prepared in the form of 0.535310 mm slabs. TheC4 axis of the crystal was perpen
dicular to the plane of the slabs. Perfect cleavage surfaces were used to orie
samples. The orientation accuracy was checked on a DRON-2 x-ray diffractomete
was equal to62°.

The measurements were performed at sample temperature;80 K. The maximum
electric field intensity was 150 kV/cm. Since the absorption lines of a pair center ha
comparatively large width (;100 cm21), a sensitive differential method, described
Ref. 3, was used to detect small splittings hidden within the linewidth.

When an ac electric fielde5e0 cosvt is applied to the experimental sample,
differential signal is detected at frequency 2v. This signal is due to changes in th
transmittance of the sample, which in turn are caused by shifts of the absorption
corresponding to orientations of the absorbing centers parallel and antiparallel t
electric field.

The experimental results for thelmax5598 nm absorption line, which according t
the interpretation of Ref. 2 corresponds to a transition to the excited
Cr31(4A2) – Cr21(3E), are displayed in Fig. 1. One can see that when the light trans
ted through the sample has the polarizationE i e, a differential signal corresponding t
the form of the second derivative of the absorption line is observed. For the polariz
E'e the signal at the frequency 2v is not observed.

FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum~a! and the spectrum of the differential transmission signal~b, c! on an absorption
line of a pair center Cr31 – Cr21 in a KZnF3 crystal near 600 nm with the application of an electric fielde iC4 ;
e05120 kV/cm, T580 K. Polarization of the light: b —E ie, c — E'e.
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The differential signal is not observed on thelmax5503 nm line, corresponding to
transition to the excited state of the pair center Cr31(4T2) – Cr21(3T1), in electric fields
up to 150 kV/cm in eitherE'e or E ie polarization. This can probably be explained b
the fact that this line is weaker and wider. If it is assumed that the splittings of
lmax5503 nm andlmax5598 nm lines in an electric field are approximately the same
magnitude, then the amplitude of the differential signal on thelmax5503 nm line should
be an order of magnitude smaller than on thelmax5598 nm line.

The observation of a signal, having the same form as the second derivative
absorption spectrum, at the doubled modulation frequency of the electric field a
unequivocally to a linear Stark effect. In addition, the effective transition dipole mom
corresponding to thelmax5598 nm absorption line is oriented predominantly~this
‘‘hedging’’ is necessary because of the low signal/noise ratio! along the tetragonal axis o
the crystal.

For a pair center with dynamic electron transfer, the presence of an effective d
moment attests to a displacement of the bridge fluorine ion from the lattice site.
dynamics of ion motion associated with hopping of an electron between chromium
is not manifested in the absorption spectra, since the electron hopping frequency
compared with the optical transition frequency. It is logical to infer that the adiab
potential for the excited state Cr31(t2

3 , 4A2)2 Cr21(t2
3 , 4A2 , e; 3E) is essentially iden-

tical to the adiabatic potential in the ground state Cr31(t2
3 , 4A2)2 Cr21(t2

3 , 4A2 , e; 5E).
The displacements of the bridge fluorine ion at the minima of the adiabatic pote
should also be close. This is the likely explanation of the small magnitude of the effe
dipole moment of thelmax5598 nm line.

Thus, the present measurements have shown that the mixed-valence
Cr31 – Cr21 does not possess a center of inversion. Migration of excess charge is a
panied by local lattice strain. At the minima of the adiabatic potential the intermediat
F2 is displaced from the lattice site, as a result of which the pair acquires an ele
dipole moment. The results obtained reveal the fundamental features of the realiza
double exchange and are apparently applicable in general to all systems with va
valence.

This work was supported by grants from the Russian Fund for Fundamenta
search~Grants Nos. 97-02-185-98 and 98-02-18009!.

a!e-mail: Sergey.Nikitin@ksu.ru
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Lunar ice: Can its origin be determined?

A. A. Berezhno 
P. K. Shternberg State Astronomy Institute, 119890 Moscow, Russia

B. A. Klumov
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The comet hypothesis of the origin of lunar ice, which was recently
discovered in the polar regions of the moon by Lunar Prospector, is
examined. It is shown that a comet impact produces a temporary atmo-
sphere whose volatile component accumulates essentially completely in
cold traps — the permanently shadowed regions of the Moon. The
condensation of volatile compounds leads to the formation of ice with
a definite chemical and isotopic composition, which contains important
information about the composition of the comet. This hypothesis can be
checked during the next lunar missions, and if confirmed, definite
progress will have been made in understanding the nature of comets.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01114-1#

PACS numbers: 96.20.Dt

The possible existence of ice in the lunar polar regions was first considered in
1. The lunar equator is tilted with respect to the ecliptic by approximately 1.5°. For
reason, permanently shadowed areas of the lunar surface exist at the bottom of nu
craters in the polar regions. The surface temperature of these areas is so low that th
be cold traps for water and for a number of other volatile compounds. On the illumin
sections, however, sunlight rapidly dissociates water molecules, and the produ
dissociation escape from the Moon’s gravity. For this reason, if water does exist o
lunar surface, then it exists only in cold traps and in the form of ice.a!

Investigation of the radar properties of the lunar surface from the space probe C
entine revealed regions with anomalous radar properties near the lunar south pole
apparently attests indirectly to the presence of ice on the Moon.3 Lunar Prospector was
launched in January 1998. One of its main tasks was to investigate the lunar polar r
by neutron spectroscopy to confirm these results.

The first results of the Lunar Prospector mission were announced in March 14

According to preliminary data, the areaSc of the ice-occupied cold traps equals;1.5
310142731014cm2, the volume fractiond ice of water ice in a half-meter layer of so
near the surface~deeper layers are inaccessible for measurements by this me!
.0.5– 2%, while the mass of the water ice in the lunar polar regions is estimated
1013– 1015g. What is the origin of this ice?

The content of volatiles~such as, for example, H2O, CO2, SO2) in a subsurface
1630021-3640/98/68(2)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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layer of soil in cold traps is controlled by the following processes: The source
volatiles are comet and asteroid impacts, micrometeor bombardment, and solar
while losses of these compounds are due to micrometeorite bombardment and th
wind.5 We note that volatiles are lost only from traps; the sources, however, are di
uted over the entire lunar surface and their effectiveness is determined by the prob
of volatiles being captured in cold traps from the part of the surface under study.

Let us examine in greater detail the collision of a comet with the Moon. Typ
impact parameters for the Moon are: Comet sizedi;2 km, comet velocityv i.15
250 km/s ~most likely velocitiesv i;20225 km/s), and comet densityr i'1 g/cm3

~comet massmi.431015g, impact energyEi;431027– 431028ergs), and lunar soil
~regolith! densityr t'1.8 g/cm3. Under such an impact the following occur in successi
essentially complete vaporization of the cometary matter; vaporization, melting, and
mentation of the regolith by the shock wave from the explosion; ejection of the m
multiphase cometary matter and lunar soil; and, formation of an impact crater.

The massme j of the material ejected on impact can be estimated, using the rel
from Ref. 6, as

me j /mi.0.2Fv i
2

g
~r t /mi !

1/3G0.46

, ~1!

whereg is the acceleration of gravity~for the Moong5167 cm/s2) andmi is the mass of
the impactor. In our case (v i;20225 km/s) one hasme j /mi;102, the mass of the liquid
phase;10 mi , and the mass of the impact vapor;(1 –3)•mi ~Refs. 7–9!.

Some of the matter escapes from the Moon. Using the velocity distribution o
ejected matter6

m~.vesc!/mi.0.1~r i /r t!
0.2~v/vesc!

1.2, ~2!

wherevesc52.4 km/s is the escape velocity for the Moon andm(.vesc) is the mass of the
ejected matter with velocities exceedingvesc, it is easily estimated for the impact param
eters considered thatm(.vesc)/mi;1, i.e., the mass of the matter which escapes fr
the Moon is of the order of the impactor mass, i.e., mainly hot impact vapor escapes
the Moon’s gravity. As numerical calculations show, the velocity distribution along
radiusr in the impact vapor cloud is close to linear:v(r );vmaxr/Rmax, wherevmax is the
expansion velocity of the hot cloud and in our casevmax;vi/22v i /3. The cloud expands
freely; its radius grows with time asRmax.vmaxt. The mass of the vapor of cometar
origin that remains in the lunar gravitational field, i.e., that has a velocity less thanvesc,
is of the order ofmi(vesc/vmax)

3;(102221021)mi . We note that as the impactor veloc
ity increases,vmax ceases to depend onv i : vmax;Ahmiv i

2/mv, whereh is the fraction of
the impactor kinetic energy that is converted into the impact vapor andmv is the mass of
the impact vapor. For largev i (v i

2@ev , whereev is the heat of vaporization of the soi!
mv}v i

2 andvmax no longer depends onv i . The fraction of volatiles in the impact vapo
however, decreases as the impactor velocity increases}mi /mv}v i

22 . We assume tha
the cometary and target matter are well mixed in the impact vapor. Indeed, by estim
the growth rates of the Rayleigh–Taylor and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities, it can
shown that for typical collision parameters these instabilities can develop over char
istic impactor stopping times;di /v i , which leads to efficient mixing of the cometar
matter and the lunar soil.
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In summary, the falling of a comet leads to the formation of an atmosphere o
Moon. This atmosphere consists of the cometary matter and the lunar soil, and the
of these materials depends on the impact velocity: For impacts with velocitiesv i.20
225 km/s the ratio is of the order of 1. We note that condensation processes
expanding impact vapor can increase the mass of cometary matter on the Moo
correspondingly, because of the rapid vaporization of the matter by sunlight they
increase the mass of the atmosphere. What is the composition of such an atmosp

As the hot cloud expands, quenching occurs: The chemical composition o
impact vapor stops changing, and corresponds to the equilibrium composition a
moment of quenching. Let the parameters characterizing the quenching of the i
vapor be the same as for the comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 (T;1500 K, P;0.01 bar).10 The
chemical composition of the impact vapor is determined by the composition of the c
and the lunar soil. However, thermodynamic calculations show that since the luna
does not contain significant quantities of volatiles, the addition of lunar matter to
cometary matter essentially does not change the chemical composition of the volat
the impact vapor. This is valid for ratiosmi /mv>0.03, which holds for the entire rang
of comet–Moon collision velocities.

We shall assume that the elemental composition of a comet is identical to th
Halley’s comet.11 Then the main compounds of the impact-produced atmosphere
H2 (.40%), CO2 (.30%), H2O (.20%), CO2 (.5%), N2 (.3%), S2 (.3%) and
trace components SO (.0.3%) and SO2 (.0.3%). We note that sulfur-containing com
pounds will also enter the composition of the impact-produced atmosphere, since
stage of the explosion of the comet the reaction binding sulfur in the form of iron su
~which corresponds to fixing of sulfur into a solid phase! is kinetically inhibited.

To determine which compounds will condense in cold traps, let us estimate
surface temperatureTc of cold traps and the partial pressure of the indicated compou
of the impact atmosphere. From the balance equation (Tc /Teq)

45aMcos(u1a)dc /Dc ,
whereTeq5400 K is the surface temperature on the day side,aM'0.1 is the albedo of
the lunar surface,dc and Dc are, respectively, the trap depth and diameter,dc /Dc

.0.2, u is the trap latitude, anda is the declination of the Sun. This give
Tc.50– 100 K. If the traps are not heated by the scattered solar radiation,Tc is deter-
mined by internal sources of heat and.30 K.

In the case of the impact of a comet withdi.2 km the mass of the impact-produce
atmosphere is;1014g, the pressure at the surface isp.1028 bar, and the density o
neutrals isNa;101121012cm23. Under these conditions, condensation of H2O, CO2, S,
and SO2 can occur in cold traps. The lifetimeta of such an atmosphere is determined
the photolysis timetph of the main compounds in the exosphere, since the produc
photolysis escape the Moon’s gravity:ta;tphNa /Nex , where Nex is the density of
neutrals in the exosphere:Nex;(sHa)21, where s.10215cm2, is the characteristic
cross section of elastic collisions for the compounds under study, andHa.100 km is the
scale height of the impact-produced atmosphere. In our caseta;1010s.

The condensable compounds of the atmosphere diffuse into cold traps in a c
teristic timetd;(SM /Sc)H^dc&Nas/v, whereSM and Sc are, respectively, the area o
the lunar surface and the area of cold traps;^dc& is the characteristic crater depth;v is the
thermal velocity; and, the ratiotd /ta'(SM /Sc)^dc&/tphv<0.1.
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Therefore the condensable gases of the impact-produced atmosphere essent
fall into cold traps. It is easy to show that the temperature of the cold traps rem
essentially unchanged during the condensation of the compounds under study.

In summary, the impact of a comet withdi.2 km leads over timest;td.109 s to
the accumulation of;1014g H2O in cold traps with surface densityd ice

comet;0.3 g/cm2,
sulfur S;531013g, CO2;531013g, SO2<531012g ~for SO2 td /ta>1). The com-
position of such ‘‘cometary’’ ice is determined by the composition of the condens
compounds of the impact-produced atmosphere: The relative concentrations of vo
in the temporary atmosphere are essentially the same as in the cold traps.

The subsequent redistribution of this ice is determined by the rate of micromete
processing of the surface of the cold traps. It is known that the cumulative fluxF(d) of
particles of size greater thand falling on the Moon follows a power lawF(.d)}d2a,
where a.3.5 for particles of sized;1022– 102 cm ~see, for example, Ref. 6!. Since
the depth of a microcrater is.d and the area of a microcraterSc(d)}d2, the charac-
teristic time tg for reprocessing of the surface at a depthh depends on depth a
tg}F(.h)21Sc(h)21}ha22.

According to Apollo data,12 a layer at depthd51 cm mixes over a timet1 cm

.106 yr. A layer at depth 1 m mixes over a timet1 m.t1 cm3102a24.109 yr. Therefore
over the lifetime of the traps (.2 –33109 yr) their surface becomes well mixed to dep
hm.1 m, while the volume content of the ice in the soil in the case of the impact of
comet.d ice

comet/dm;0.3%, which agrees with Lunar Prospector data. We note that
CO2 and SO2 content in the soil is very sensitive to soil temperature, so that the con
trations of these compounds can decrease appreciably over the lifetime of the trap

We tacitly assumed above that micrometeorite bombardment leads only to mixi
the soil. However, this is not the case in reality. Undoubtedly, a definite dissipatio
water of cometary origin occurs by means of the mechanisms considered above, bu
mechanisms are inefficient, since the velocities of collisions of micrometeorites wit
Moon (v i;5215 km/s) are much lower than that of comets, and the products of
explosion essentially do not escape the Moon’s gravity. In the process, a definite di
of the ‘‘cometary’’ water by water of meteoritic origin occurs.

The number of impacts of large celestial bodies that the moon has experience
the lifetime of the traps can be estimated as follows. By analyzing the cumulative
distribution of the craters~see, for example, Ref. 6!, the fractiondy of the lunar surface
occupied by craters of sizeDc.4 km, which are younger than the cold traps, can
determined to bedy.1024. The mass distribution of large celestial bodies of s
d;0.1210 km that have collided with the Moon is also well known:N(.m)}m20.55

~Ref. 6!.

The crater sizedc depends on the impactor velocityv i and the impactor sizedi :
dc}di

0.8v i
0.44. For impact parameters of interest to us (di;1 – 3 km, v i;20– 50 km/s)

dc.10– 20 km. The number of impacts of large celestial bodies over the entire histo
the cold traps, with allowance for the dependenceN(.m), is of the order of
;dySM /10pDc

2;10. The comet fraction of the celestial bodies which have collided w
the Moon remains an open question. We note that to explain the amount of ice obs
by Lunar Prospector, a single impact of a comet withdi.2 km is sufficient.

The amounts of water observed by Lunar Prospector in cold traps can als
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explained by the action of the solar wind and/or micrometeorite bombardment o
lunar surface. However, in these cases the composition of the ice will be different.

An important feature of ice of cometary origin is the anomalous high conten
deuterium. The ratio D/H in comets is of the order of;1023 ~in the coma of comet
Hale–Bopp13!. Thermodynamic calculations show that as the impact cloud expands
richment of the water by deuterium by approximately a factor of 2–2.5 occurs as a
of isotopic exchange.

The isotopic composition of hydrogen formed by the interaction of the solar w
with lunar soil is identical to that of the solar wind (D/H<1.531024), while D/H in
water of meteoritic origin corresponds to the isotopic composition of hydrogen in m
orites ~D/H;(225)31024).

Ices of cometary origin can also be distinguished by analyzing the chemical
position of the ice. In meteorite impacts, sulfur and sulfur-containing compounds
the lunar exosphere. Cold traps capture only sulfur; sulfur-containing compounds a
captured because of the short photolysis time. The solar wind, however, is an inef
source of sulfur.

In summary, the falling of comets onto the Moon leads to formation of ice w
definite chemical and isotopic composition in cold traps: The ratio D/H is much hi
than for other sources of water. Another distinguishing property of ‘‘cometary ice
that it could contain the compounds SO2 and CO2. The comet hypothesis of the origin o
lunar ice can be checked during the next lunar missions, and if confirmed, then de
progress will have been made in understanding the composition and, accordingl
nature of comets.

We thank B. I. Ivanov for helpful discussions. One of us~B. A. A.! was supported
in part by the State Science and Technology Program ‘‘Astronomy’’~Grant No. 1.6.1.1!.

a!The possibility of water being transported into deep (;100 m) layers of the lunar soil by a comet fall wa
studied in Ref. 2. It was shown that large cracks present in the soil at the impact location can become p
filled by the cometary matter. However, if the impact location is located in an illuminated section of the
surface, then the temperature regime in the soil makes retention of volatiles impossible.
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